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Lower Yellowstone River
Intake Dam Fish Passage

Alternatives Analysis

Recommendations

Based on the information in this document, and the assumption that construction
funding is a factor in design selection, the Corps recommends the nature-like
fishways, especially riprap fish ladder with boulder weirs. The group of nature
like fishways are robust alternatives that rank high even with considerable cost
variation. Upon closer examination, all of the alternatives considered could be
adjusted to the needs of the targeted fish size identified in the Biological Opinion for
passage.

General considerations evolved though the alternative comparison within the nature
like fishway group and cost estimating process:

• boulder resting areas are preferable to depressions due to vertical eddies,
and the potential for depressions to collect sand

• a berm is better than a cement wall to separate the fishway from the river,
due to cost

• large pallid sturgeon may need a wide (10') bottom width to account for the
space that the boulders occupy

• large pallid sturgeon would benefit from a deep depth
• a higher discharge through the fishway results in a greater attraction flow, but

may be harder for juvenile fish to pass, and could draw more water away
from the irrigation intake

• boulders can be "fine tuned" to achieve desired flow velocities within the
structure

• relatively low construction costs for all nature-like options
• moderate maintenance cost
• natural appearance
• recreational boat passage potential

Further consideration should be given to the bypass channel option, since a viable
alternative may be possible by shortening the length of the channel.

If funding sources are unlimited, then a dam removal option should be considered,
especially the collapsible gate option. Construction costs for the collapsible gate
option are less than the infiltration gallery option, and the maintenance costs of the
new structure would be moderate.
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Additional Data Needs I Tasks

Two options exist for proceeding with the design and construction of fish passage for
Intake Dam.

• The first would be to do more detailed hydraulic modeling such a two
or three dimensional modeling or even physical modeling (like that in
Appendix A and B) to retine the selected alternative before it is built. It
is recommended that the physical model be pursued with actual fish to
verify that fish could swim through the structure.

• Construct the selected alternative and use adaptive management
techniques to alter the structure. This option could not be used with all
alternatives. It would be best suited to the rock bypass structures
where it would be easier to reconfigure the boulder weirs or the
channel configuration (although somewhat more expensive).

There is much work remaining to get from this document to a constructed project.
Pre-construction engineering and design tasks that remain are itemized below.
There may be other data needs, or compliance requirements that have yet to be
discovered, so this is not an exhaustive list.

Data Needs

Before the final design can be completed, the following data is needed from other
agencies / groups:

• Pallid sturgeon passage requirements from the FWS Biological Opinion
on the transfer of the Intake Dam to the irrigation districts. The current
recommendations involve assumptions with regard to the timing of passage,
(May - June) as well as the size of fish that would be passed (3 - 5 feet). If
year-round passage is required, or if passage of all sizes of pallid sturgeon is
required, the alternatives should be re-evaluated for compliance with these
requirements.

• Operation and maintenance costs for the Intake Dam should be
provided by the irrigation districts in order to better determine cost
savings for dam replacement alternatives. Current operation and
maintenance costs are relative (low, moderate, high) and are only for the fish
passage structure, not the operation and maintenance of the Intake Dam.
With most structures, the dam will remain in place and operation and
maintenance costs will continue, and may even change with the fish passage

,
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Lower Yellowstone River
Intake Dam Fish Passage

Alternatives Analysis

structure in place. For dam removal alternatives, those costs will no longer
be incurred.

• The operational timing of the irrigation canal (an operational plan)
should be provided in order to determine the viability of the collapsible
gate alternative. Can an operational plan be developed to meet both the
needs of the irrigation district as well as the needs of the pallid sturgeon?
Currently, the assumption is that both needs could be met, but without the
finalized Biological Opinion for the transfer of Intake Dam, and without the
operational plan from the irrigation district, this is still somewhat uncertain.

Tasks

In addition to the above data needs, there are additional tasks to be undertaken prior
to construction of a fish passage facility:

• Value Engineering Study
- consider shorter bypass channel alternative
- consider alternative boulder weir design alternatives
- resolve timing issues (fish passage vs irrigation needs)

• gather additional survey data
-sufficient survey data for 2-dimensional modeling or physical modeling (if

needed)
-Sufficient surveys to allow design of the selected fishway alternative

• pallid sturgeon flume tests "on site"
• soil borings for geotechnical analysis
• canoe I kayak passage criteria (if desired)
• detailed design
• detailed construction cost estimate
• Section 101 404 permit
• Environmental Assessment by lead federal agency
• Section 401 water quality certification from State DEQ
• Investigation of condition or existing sheet piles if to be reused
• Availability of power and communications for collapsible gates

Surveys

The surveys for this project would consist of 1 inch = 30 feet, 1-foot contour interval
mapping. The mapping would be provided in a digital format and would involve
some hydrographic mapping methods. The total area of coverage would be 11
acres. The extent of the survey would include the area of the existing diversion dam
and portions of the bank line and underwater topography. The cost of the survey
would be approximately $, 40,000.

-'
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Subsurface Investigation

The investigation would consist of borings mainly for the design and construction of
the Obermeyer gate structure, baffle structure and fish elevator. Borings would be
drilled to a depth of 25 feet below the channel invert. The approach would be to
install one hole with either CPT or SPT methods, and use hollow-stem augering on
the remaining two holes to obtain undisturbed samples for evaluation. The cost of
the field investigation plus soil testing was included in the cost estimate. The
investigation is limited to the banks of the Yellowstone. The flowing water makes
any investigation difficult and relates to a high cost. Therefore, borings will not be
obtained in river.

Riprap (Stone) Material

Any new stone of an angular surface would be quarried rock that would have to be
obtained from western North Dakota or areas near Billings, Montana. If rounded
surfaces would be acceptable, possible sources of field stone are located between
Glasgow, Montana and the North Dakota border.

Collapsible Gates

More computer modeling may be required for this alternative to refine the
operational schemes for various Yellowstone River flow conditions. This work would
require close coordinated with the Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, and the Lower
Yellowstone Irrigation Districts to make sure the schemes meet both fish and
irrigation needs. The modeling should include any head-losses anticipated from the
screening facility planned in the diversion channel as this could impact the flows
estimated for the collapsible gates entering into the diversion channel.
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Background

Intake Dam was originally constructed as a rock-filled timber crib weir about 12 ft high and 700 ft long,
containing 23,()(X) cubic yards ofmaterial. The dam raises the upstream water elevation from about 3 to
5 feet depending on river flows. Since construction, the structure has required frequent repair to maintain
the needed upstream head to divert flow into the Main Canal. Heavy ice and large [lood [lows work to
progressively move riprap material from the dam downstream. A cableway that crosses the river over the
crest of the dam is used to place riprap along the dam crest when repairs are required. Over the years,
large quantities of rock have been added to the dam to replace rock displaced by the river. Riprap now
extends a considerable distance downstream of the dam altering the natural fonn of the river.

Fish population studies conducted by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (Stewart, 1986, 1988, 1990,
1991) indicate the dam is a paltial bamer to many species and likely a total bamer to some species.
Passage of endangered pallid sturgeon is of particular importance at lntake Dam. Backes and Gardner
(1994) found no pallids and significantly largershovclnose sturgeon upstream oflntake Dam. There is little
question that Intake Dam is a substantial barrier to the upstream movement ofsturgeon species. However,
the question remains as to the best method of attracting and passing sturgeon at lntake. The behavior of
sturgeon found in the Yellowstone and Missouri River systems has been the subject ofseveral field studies.
These studies provide insight into the sturgeon's preferences of [low regime (Bramblett 1996, Backes and
Gardner 1994, Erickson 1992, Petennan and Haddix 1975), channel shape (Bramblett 200 I, Elser 1977,
Petennan and Haddix 1975,) and channel substrate (Bramblett 1996, Backes and Gardner 1994, Baily
and Cross 1954). However, when confronted by a barrier, the hydraulic conditions which are favorable
to attraction and passage ofsturgeon are not thoroughly understood. Little is documented about the ability
ofsturgeon to negotiate the combination of flow depth, velocity and turbulence.

The research study was developed in response to a request for proposals (RFP) issued by the US Anny
Corps of Engineers (COE) via electronic mail on May 16,200 I. TIle study was designed to investigate
tlle interaction beLween flow conditions and the behavior and swimming ability ofpallid sturgeon for use
in the design offish passage structures. Wild adult shovelnose sturgeon from the Yellowstone River were
used as a surrogate species as recommended in the RFP. Results of habitat Lise studies conducted by
Bramblett (1996) comparing pallid and shovelnose shlrgeon were used in experimental design and
evaluation or test data.

Study Participants and Facilities

The study was conducted at Reclamation's Water Resources Research Laboratory (WRRL) in Denver,
Colorado. Montana State University (MSU) and Reclamation jointly participated in the research study.
Montana State University provide the lead for permitting, biological testing and assessment Reclamation

provided the lead for designing and constructing test apparatus a1 WRRL and conducting hydraulic
evaluations of test conditions.



Fish Collection and Handling

Adult shovelnose sturgeon used in the study were collected from the Yellowstone River by Montana Fish,
Wildlife and Parks (MFWP) personnel. Twenty six shovelnose sturgeon were collected July 17,2001and
14 October 16,2001. Dr. Dave Erdahl at the USFWS Bozeman Fish Technology Center and MFWP
were consulted on captive handling, transport and maintenance ofshovelnose sturgeon. Both groups offish
were transJX)rted to Reclamation's Water Resources Research Laboratory (WRRL) in Denver, Colorado
shortly afterbeingcollected. Fisheries biologist from Reclamation's Fisheries Application Group in Denver
traJlSJX)rted the fish by vehicle in aerated tanks. The fish were iced down during transport and arrived in
Denver in good condition. UJX)n arrival water temperature was tempered and fish were placed in two 9
foot diameter by 2.5 foot deep circular plastic tanks at WRRL and given a mild salt treatment (Figure I).
Water was continuously circulated through the fish holding tanks from the laboratory's water supply
reservoir located beneath the laboratory floor. Water quality within the WRRL water supply reservoir is
maintained by an ozonation system No additional \~ater treahllenl was required. The water temperature
of the supply reservoir was 64 F ± 2 throughout the testing. 1bese water temperatures were typical of
Yellowstone River temperatures during spawning (Bramblett 1996) and considered adequate for aU tests.
Walertemperature in the fish holding tanks was cooled to 62 F based on recommendations offered by Dr.
Erdahl. His experience with holding Yellowstone ""'.,,
River sturgeon for extended periods has shown fish
survival is best at water temperatures about 60 F.
Fish were fed both commercial !rout diet and live
night crawlers.

Test sturgeon in group I ranged in fork length from
25.2 inches (the 24.6 inch fish had a damaged tail
and was no1 lIsed) to 35.8 inches (mean 31.8)
(Figure 2) and weighed 3.1 to 10.6 pounds (mean
6.7) (Figure 3). Group 2 fish ranged in fork length
from 28.5 inches to 31.5 inches (mean 30.4)

Figure I - View of sturgeon in circular holding tank.

Study Scope

The study was divided into two experimental phases. The first phase focused on identifying the behavior
of sturgeon exposed to a combination of flow depth, velocity, and turbulence. These parameters are
imJX)rtant in the design ofeffective fishway attraction and passage conditions. After preliminary testing,
we detennined that the series ofdepths tested had no observable influence on sturgeon behavior and depth
was eliminated as a test veriable (depth remained constant). The second phase observed the response of
shovelnose sturgeon to three types of fishways: a standard vertical slot baffled tishway, a duel-vertical slot
baffled fishwayand a rock channel with boulder weirs. We planned to conduct both day and night tests,
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but since sturgeon movement in preliminary tests was good during light periods, nighl tests were not

conducted.
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Sturgeon Response to Flow Velocity, Channel Bed Roughness and Flow Turbulence

Flow Velocity and Bed Roughness

Experimental Apparatus

Two flumes were used during velocity and substrate tests. A 3 ft wide by 30 ft long by 5 ft deep horizontal
llume was used to observe fish behavior and movement for tests of average Oow velocity up to 4.0 ftIs
(Figure 4). A second adjustable slope Owne was used to test fish at velocities above 4.0 ftIs. The sloping
l\ume is 3 fl wide by 60 fl long by 1.5 fl deep (Figure 5). The flume's slope can be adjusted from -0.5
degrees to 8 degrees. Both Oumes have glass walls allowing visual observation of fish behavior.

Test Procedure

Bed roughness and velocity ranges were selected based on field data of sturgeon habitat preferences
swmnarized in Table I. Tests were conducted using four bed rouglmesses at nine flow velocities (Table
2). Bed roughnesses tested were fme sand, course sand, gravel and cobble (Figure 6). Tests ofsand and
gravel beds were conducted by placing sheets ofmarine plywood coated with each roughness on the flume
floor. A cobble bed was created by placing a layer of tightly packed cobbles within the flwne.

Table I - Summary ofshovelnose and pallid sturgeon habitat preferences identified in available literature.

Study Author Depth Velocity Substrate

Pallid Shovelnose Pallid Shovelnose Pallid Shovelnose

Bramblett, 1996, 2t0230 3t0290 0.4 to 0.1106.0 >90% 26 % sand,
Yellowstone River 4.33 fils fils sand bcd, 69% gravel

<5%
gravel

Erickson, 1992, Lake 131020fl NA 0102.4 NA All NA
Sharpe, SO. fils

Schmulbach el aI., NA NA NA 2.5 ftIs ± NA NA
1982 experimental 1.5 fils
data (crilical

velocity)
.

Pelerman and A 1.4 103ft NA NA A A
Haddix, 1975,
Tongue River
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Figure 4 - View of 3 ft wide by 30 ft
long by 5 ft deep hOlizontal nume.

Fine Sand Bed Rouglmess

Gravel Bed Rouglmess

Figure 5 - View looking downstream
"1 tile 3 ft wide by 60 ft long by 1.5 ft
deep adjustable slope flume.

Course Sand Bed Rouglmess

Cobble Bed Roughness

J

Figure 6 - Photographs of bed roughness materials used for sturgeon swimming tests.
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At the initiation ofa lest, water velocity and depth were set at 0.8 fils and 18 inches, respectively. Two
sturgeon were netted from the holding tank. based on size (one longer than the other) or color (light !dark)
so fish-specific observations could be made. Fish were placed in a large waler-filled
cooler and lifted by overhead crane (30 ft flume) or transJX)rted by dolly (adjustable slope flume) and
released into the bottom of the flume. Observations of fish movement were recorded throughout 20 or
30 minute trials. At the end ofa trial, velocity was increased by increasing discharge while keeping depth
constant. Average velocities tested were 0.8 fils, 1.2 fils, 1.6 fils, 2.0 fils, 2.5 fils, 3.0 fils, 3.5 fils, 4.0
fVs and 6.0 fils (adjustable slope flume). At the end ofa test series or when a fish became impinged on the
bottom screen, fish were removed and fork length measured. Handling, was kept to a minwn to minimize
stress. To avoid reusing the fish Wltil aU fISh had been tested, each sturgeon was marked with a numbered
strip ofduck tape loosely secured around the caudal peduncle.

Table 2. Test variables - Bed roughness and flow velocity

Fine Sand, <0.01 in diameter

Course Sand, 0.1 in- 0.25 in
diameter

Gravel, 0.5 in - 1.0 in diameter

Cobble, 2 in - 8 in diameter

Average Depth, ft
Velocity, fils

0.8 1.5
1.6 1.5
2.0 1.5
2.5 1.5
3.0 1.5
3.5 1.5
4.0 1.5
6.0 0.7

Adjustable Slope Flume Tests - Bramblett (1996) documented sturgeon in current velocities up to about
6.0 fils. Average velocities greater than 4.0 fils were not attainable in the 30 foot flume. n,erefore, a
similar series of lests were conducted in the adjustable slope flume 10 observe behavior and movement at
velocities in the range of 6 to 6.5 ftls. Bottom substrates tested were smooth bcd, coarse sand, gravel and
cobble. A smooth bed (plywood flume floor) was substituted for the fine sand bed substrate during the
sloping flume tests to observe behavior on a channel bed similar in roughness to a trowel fmished concrete
surface. The downstream one-third of the channel length was backwatered to provide a method of
eXJX)sing the fish to an inereasing velocity with time. Velocity at the downstream end of the Dume was
increased in steps similar to tests conducted in the 30 ft [lume. Upstream of the backwater zone, flow
approached nonnal deplh. It \vas desired to have a similar velocity al mid-depth for each bed roughness.
To achieve similar velocities, flume slope was varied between tests ofdifferent bed roughness (Figure 7).
A temJX)rary net was inserted 20 feet up from the bottom of the flume to hold fish in the backwater zone
as velocity was stepped up (see figure 5). This allowed the flume slope to be held constant during trails
at a fixed bed roughness and did not require fish to be moved down for each velocity trial. Test duration
\vas a maximum of30 minutes but shorter if both fish had moved to the tCtnJX)raJy net.
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Velocity and Bed Roughness Test Results

Thirty-FoOl-Flume Tests - As part of our examination of the influence of velocity and substrate type on
sturgeon behavior, we conducted 6 tests consisting of46 trials in the 30 foot flume. Each test evaluated
the behavior oftwo sturgeon at seven or eight average velocities (trials) ranging from 0.8 ft/s to 4.0 ft!s, and
one of four substrate types (fine sand, coarse sand, gravel, and cobble, see Table 2). Vertical velocity
profiles are presented in Figures 8 to 15 showing the average downstream velocity component 01x) and the
fluetuationofthe vertical velocity component expressed as an root-mean-squared-value (Vznns). Velocity
is plotted as a function ofdistance above the bed. Due to the high inegularity ofthe gravel and cobble beds
a vumal zero bed datum was established based Oil near bed velocity. The virtual datum was established
as the lowest point ofcontinuoLisly positive downstream flow. The velocity profiles show a sharp velocity
reduction of Vx for increasing bed roughness. The velocity reduction (boundary layer) is most apparent
in the fITst 4 ulches above the bed. In the near bed zone, Vz nTIS increases with bed roughness. The
increase is most pronounced for the cobble bed where the maximum Vzn11S values were found to be about
10 percent of Vxmax.

Sturgeon successfully negotiated the range of velocities tested, over all substrates. Success was defined
as moving from the bottom of the flume to the top within a 30 minute period. Although there were small
differences in success associated with substrate type, with cobble being the poorest, small sample size and
high uldividual variation precluded conclusive detennination ofthe influence ofsubstrate. However, pattern
of success related to velocity was consistent among substrates. The lowest overall percent success
occuned at 0.8 ftIs (67%), increasing to 83% at 1.2 fils and 1.6 fils, and to 100% at velocities of2.0 fils,
2.5 fils, and 3.0 fils (Table 3). Success dropped to 92% and 87% at 3.5 ftIs and 4.0 fils, respectively.
This indicates that attraction velocity becomes strong at 2.0 ft/s and remauls high up to 4.0 fils.

General fish behavior associated with substrate was also similar among types and movement patterns
related to velocity. Sturgeon moved most at low and high velocities (Table 4). At low velocities, fish were
less oriented to flow and milled around, moving up and down chalmel. Up and down movement averaged
4.08 and 4.90 per fish at 0.8 ft/s and 1.2 ft/s, respectively; and movement was throughout the channel.
Seventy-six and 18% percent of down-channel movement was head flf'St, suggesting low orientation to
flow. Total movement was less at velocities between 1.6 fl/s and 3.5 ft/s and all down-channel movement
was tail first, suggesting strong flow orientation. At high velocities, lip and down movement increased, with
an average total up and down movement of4.17 trips at 3.5 ft/s and 4.38 trips at 4 ft/s. However, most
movement at high velocities was near the upper end of the channel and all down-ch3lmel movement was
tail ftrst, indicatulg high orientation to flow. Average time required to first reach the top was slowest at 0.8
ft/s (8.8 minutes) and fastest at 4.0 fils (0.8 minutes).
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Table 3. Comparison of the number ofsturgeon successfully negotiating the 30 foot flume (number to

~
top I number tested) at eight velocities (0.8 - 4.0 fils) tested with three substrate types (12 fish), two

J
venical barrier widths (8 fish), and four horizontal bame heights (14 ftsh).

~

~ VELOCITY
~ SUBSTRATE TESTS
~

-' Velocity 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

-' Sand 3/4 3/4 3/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4

~ Gravel 3/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 4/4
-' Cobble 2/4 3/4 3/4 3/43/4 4/4 4/4 4/4
~

~ Total 81 12 10/12 10/12 12/12 12/12 12/12 III 12 718

~ % 67 83 83 100 100 100 92 87

VERTICAL BAFFLE TESTS
-'

Baffle Width
~ 15.5 inch 1/2 2/4 1/2 3/3 3/3 2/3 2/3
~

22.5 inch 3/4 0/2 2/4 0/2 1/3
~

Total 1/2 5/8 1/4 5/7 3/3 2/5 3/6
-'

% 50 63 25 71 100 40 50

-' WEIR BAFFLE TESTS
-' Same Height
J 3 inch 1/4 2/4 3/4 4/4 4/4 4/4 2/2 2/2

~ 6 inch 1/4 2/4 4/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/3 3/3

-' 12 inch 0/4 3/4 2/4 3/4 3/4 I 13 I I I I I I

21 inch 0/2 1/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 1/2 0/2 0/2
-'

-' Total 2/14 8/14 9/14 10/14 10/14 9/13 6/8 6/8

~ % 14 57 64 71 71 69 75 75

-'
Overall Total 11/28 18/26 24/34 23/30 27/33 24/28 19/2516/22

-'

-' Overall % 39 69 71 77 82 86 76 73
~

-' 9

-'

.J

J



Table 4. Average movement of 12 shovelnose sturgeon in the 30 fooL flume at velocities ranging from 0.8
ft/s 10 4.0 ft/s, over sand, Qfavel and cobble substrate.

Velocity, Time Number of Number of Number of Total Moved
(Ills) to Top Times Fish Times Fish Times Fish Movement Downstream

(minutes) Moved to Moved Up Moved Down U+D Head First
Top (Percent)

0.8 8.8 1.00 2.67 1.42 4.08 76

1.2 3.2 1.10 2.78 2.12 4.90 18

1.6 2.3 0.75 1.42 1.83 3.25 0

2.0 2.0 1.08 1.92 1.67 3.59 0

2.5 2.2 1.17 1.83 1.75 3.58 0

3.0 2.2 1.08 1.25 1.50 2.75 0

3.5 2.8 1.67 2.00 2.17 4.17 0

4.0 0.8 1.38 2.50 1.88 4.38 0

SIODin!; Flume Tests - We tested a maximum of five velocity ranges for each substrate type, for a total of
6 I trials (Table 5). Because the flume was tilted, within the backwater zone (below the removable net),
depth decreased and now velocity increased moving up the l:1ume. For a distance ofabout 20 ft upstream
of the nellocation flow conditions were nearly constant ( filily developed (low) for coarse sand, gravel
and cobble substrates. Between the upstream end ofthe flwne and the onset of fully developed flow, was
a length ofchannel in which flow accelerated as it moved down the flume. Flow in the smooth bed flume
accelerated down the entire flume upstream of the backwater zone. Fish were allowed to move to the top
of the flume during the tests of highest velocity. Velocity was measured at the downstream end of tlle
flume, at the temporary net and 20 ft upstream of the temporary net. TIlese velocities are denoted herein
by the subscripts d (downstream), 11 (net) and 11 (upstream). Vertical velocity profiles for each substrate
measured 40 ft upstream of the flume's downstream end are given in Figure 16. In the smooth channel,
average flow velocity 20 ft upstream of the temporary net was similar 10 the roughened bed channels,
however the average velocity increased to about 6.8 ft/s at entry to Ihe backwater zone.

At lower velocity ranges, fish movement and behavior was similar to that observed at comparable velocities
in the 30 foot flume. AI the O.8d - 1.1 n fils velocity range fISh milled arOlmd in the chalUlel and did not
actively try 10 pass beyond the removable net. As velocities were increased, sturgeon became more flow
Oliented and when down-channel movement occurred it was primarily tail first compared to a mix ofhead
first and tail flrst movement at the low velocities. Also, as velocity increased fish spent considerable time
nosing the removable net in an attempt to pass.
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Overall movement success was 57 % at the O.8d -1.1 n ftls velocity test, increasing to 70010 and 81 % at the
1.6d -2.5" fVs and 2.0d -3.3" fVs velocity tests, respectively, then declining to 47% at the 2.2n-6.0u fils
velocity tests (Table 5). Movement success was best over smooth bottom (60-90%), followed by coarse
sand (50-66%), gravel (33-80%), and cobble (25-50%). When the net was removed for the 2.2" -6.0u
ftfs velocity test. fish holding at the net usually moved up immediately and reached the top in less than 6
minutes. Unlike the "crawling" behavior at lower velocities, fish actively swam at the high velocity.
AJlhough some fish sprinted the entire distance without stopping, most moved up in three or four spirts,
resting apparently effortlessly in the high velocity flow. Maximum facing velocity, measured adjacent to the
nose of resting fish (about 4 inches off' the bed), ranged from 6.5-7.8 ft/s and was unrelated to fish size
(Table 6). Fish usually rested no more than 3 minutes between sprints. This suggests that, although adult
shovelnose sturgeon can successfully move through these high velocities, they are not likely to maintain
position for an extended period. On several occasions motivated fish were moved to the bottom and they
immediately returned to the top.

Table S. Comparison ofmovement success over four substrates at average velocities ranging from 0.8
to 6.0 fVs in the adjustable slope Burne.

Number reachin top/number tested

Velocity «(\/5) O.8d -1.1 n 1.2" -2.0. 1.6d -2.5. 2.0d -3.3n 2.2,,-6.0.

Smoolh 7110 314 9110 9110 6110

Coarse Sand 316 - 416 416 416

Gravel 416 216 516 - 216

Cobble 216 418 318 - 218

TOTAL 16128 9118 21130 13116 14130

Percent 57 50 70 81 47

II



Table 6. Facing velocities ofresting shovelnose sturgeon in the 30 Foot flume and adjustable slope flume
associated with test velocity. (Location of measurements varied along the flume.)

Velocity Test (lVs) Facing Velocity, (ftls) Fork Length (inches)

30 foot flume

0.8 (smooth) 1.49 28

1.6 (sand) 1.48 31

2.0 (sand) 2.22 30

2.5 (sand) 2.75 30

2.5 (gravel) 3.05 31.5

3.5 (sand) 4.08 31

Adjustable slope flwne

2.2.-6.0. (smooth) 7.5 28

7.8 31.5

6.5 30.0

7.6 33.5

coarse sand I gravel 6.6 35.0

cobble >6.4 32.5
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Velocity Profiles 0.8 fils
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Figure 8 - Vertical velocity profiles measured over coarse sand, gravel and cobble beds for
flume lests \'lith an average flow velocity target of0.8 ft/s.
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Figure 9 - Vertical velocity profiles measured over coarse sand, gravel and cobble beds for
flume tests with an avernge flow velocity target of 1.2 fils.
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Velocity Profiles 1.6 ftls
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Figure 10 - Vertical velocity profiles measured over coarse sand, gravel and cobble beds for
flume tests with an average flow velocity target of 1.6 ftls.

Velocity Profiles 2.0 ft/s
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Figure 1J - Vertical velocity profiles measured over coarse sand, gravel and cobble beds for
flume tests with an average flow velocity target of2.0 ft/s.
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Velocity Profiles 2.5 ft/s
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Figure 12 - Vertical velocity profiles measured over coarse sand, gravel and cobble beds for
flume tests with an average flow velocity target of 2.5 fils.
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Figure 13 - Vertical velocity profiles measured over coarse sand, gravel and cobble beds for
flwne tests with an average flow velocity target of3.0 ftIs.
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Velocity Profiles 3.5 ftls
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Figure 14 - Vertical velocity profIJes measured over coarse sand and gravel beds for flume
tests with an average flow velocity target of 3.5 fils.
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with an average flow velocity target of4.0 fils.
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Figure 16 - Vertical velocity profiles measured over coarse sand, gravel and cobble beds for
flume tests with a target average flow velocity of 6.0 ftIs.

Flow Turbulence

Vertical Baffles - Large Scale Horizontal Eddies

TIle importance of flow direction in the horizontal plane in relation to upstream fish movement was
evaluated using vertical baffles of two dilJerent widths. Barnes were placed in the flume perpendicular to
the back channel wall at a 6 ft spacing (Figure 17). Flow past each baffle was similar to that fOlmd in
vertical slot fishways. Flow velocity accelcl1ltes through the slot then slows again in the downstream pool.
Downstream and behind each vertical baffie, flow forms a large horizontally aligned eddy.

Test Procedure - Fish disorientation in relation to horizontal eddy scale was investigated using 4 tests of
2 vertical baffie widths. BafIle widths were chosen to represent about 50 percent and 75 percent of the
average fish's body length. Tests were conducted for each baffle width using a range of average velocities
(through slot velocity) of0.8 ft/s to 4.0 ft/s. For these tests, flow depth was set at 18 inches and discharge
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was adjusted to achieve the target slot velocity. Test procedures were identical to those in
velocity/substrate tests except fish were moved to the downstream end of the flume at the beginning of
each velocity !Jia\.

Horizontal Eddy Test Results - Fish used in the tests resulted i.n baffle width to mean fish length ratios,
(Itt. ) of 0.49 and 0.71 forthe 15.5 inch and 22.5 inch wide baffles, respectively. Hydraulic conditions for
each test are given in Table 7. Water surface differentials presented were measured using piezometer taps
located near the flume floor between each baffle. The flow pattern encOlmtered by fish downstream ofeach
baffle is shown in Figure 18 for the maximlU11 slot velocity tested. The velocity vector field was mapped
for a distance of twice the baffle width downstream by measuring two dimensional point velocities on a
horizontal grid. All velocities were measured at mid-depth. Flow through the vertical slot drives the
circulation of the horizontal eddy. Behind the vertical baffles flow moves upstream along the back wall.
For each baffle width, upstream flow extended out from the wall about two-thirds of the baffle width.

In tests ofboth baffle widths, at velocities below 2.5 fils there was considerable up and down movement
within the pools between baffles, often circling in the area below the first baffle. Ln the tests ofthe 15.5 inch
barne (2 series ortests, Itt. = 0.49) 66-75% ofthe fish moved to the lop at velocities of2.5 ftls and above.
At these velocities, fish that had moved to the top in the previous trial resisted being moved down-channel
between trials and fish that moved up did so immediately when flow was increased. Fish that passed the
first slot usually continued to the top without holding. Tests of the 22.5 inch wide baffie (2 series oftests,
Itt. = 0.71), showed that fish navigated the channel successfully at low velocity (1.6 ft/s) but displayed
considerable upstream disorientation at 3 ft/s and higher velocities (see Table 3). Fish often moved
upstream between baffies in the upstream eddy cUlTenl. The ClUTent would propel the fish suddenly
upstream resulting in the fish striking the upstream baffle or fuming and swimming vertical along the
downstream baffle face then circling downstream.

Table 7. Test variable ~ Ratio ofbaffle width to mean fish length, (Rn).

Slot Flow Measured Flow, fills Measured Water Surface Differential
Velocity between Barnes. ft

Targct, fils 15.25 inch Wide 22.5 inch Wide 15.25 Inch Widc 22.5 inch Wide
(Average) Vertical Bame, Vertical Bame, Vertical Bame, Vertical Bame,

R - 0.49 R. -0.71 I R -049 R. -0.71
08 2.08 1.94 0.01 0.015

1.6 4.15 2.97 0.04 0.04

1
",''''0 1,,6'''.4,,-8----�-'-3."-7 1"°·"'06'------1"'°"·07'------
",3",.0 1-'9",.0",8 -,,4.0<.9 0.14 "'0"-.12'--- _
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Weir Barnes - Large Scale Vertical Eddies

l1le importance of tlow direction in the vertical plane in relation
to upstream fish movement was evaluated using baffles installed
as weirs at four different heights. Baffles were mounted on the
floor of the flume at a 6 ft spacing (Figure 19). Flow past each
baffle was similar to that found in pool and weir fishways.
Flow velocity accelerates across the weir then slows again in the
downstream pool. Downstream and behind each baffle, flow
fOlms a large vertical eddy. Flow circulates within the eddy
with flow above the baffie (weir crest) moving downstream and
flow behind the baffle moving upstream (Figure 20).

Test Procedure - To evaluate the influence orJarge scale vertical
turbulence, we examined sturgeon behavior related to 3, 6, 12,
and 21 inch cross channel baffles, at eight velocities over sand
substrate. The flow depth over each baffle was held constant at

18 inches. Fish used in the tests resulted in baffle height to F" 19 V' f6' 1 I' 1 .. Igurc - lew 0 mc 1 llg 1 wetrS
mean fish length ratIOS, (R,,) of0.09, 0.19, 0.38 and 0.67 for the ed . d I I . I

. . . .. . us to In uce arge sea e velttca
3 Inch, 6 Inch, 12 mch and 21 10ch high baffles, respectIvely. . ed edd' . tl fl 1 I. . onent les m le ow a ong t le
Two fish were used 10 each of seven tests (52 tnals); each. ftl fl

I · . 1 20' d . S th fi 10vert 0 le test lime.ve ocltytna was l111J1utes uranon. turgeon at success Illy
negotiated the flume (made it to the top) were moved to the bottom before the next velocity increase.

Vertical Eddy Test Results - Water sUlface differentials measured upstream 10 downstream across the
baflles ru-e given in Table 8. The flow pattern encountered by fish downstream on inch, 6 inch and 12 inch
baffles is shown in Figures 21 to 23 for weir velocities of 1.6 and 3.0 ft/s. l1le velocity vector field was
mapped over a vertical plane downstream of a baffle. All velocities were measured at mid-channel.
Behind the baffles flow moves upstream from the channel floor to about the height of the baftle crest.
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Table 8. Test variable - Ratio ofbaffie height to mean fish length ratio,(Rv)

Flow Velocity Depth Measured Water Surface Differential Across Weir, ft
Target over the Above Measure
Weir, fl/s Weir, d Flow, 3 inch High 6 inch High 12 inch High 21 inch High
(A verage) ft ft'/s Weir, Weir, Weir, R.. = Weir, Ry =

R. ~ 0.09 R.~0.19 0.38 0.67
0.8 1.5 3.6 0.01 0.015 0.015 0.01

1.2 1.5 5.0 0.015 0.02 om 0.015

1.6 1.5 6.9 om om 0.03 0.025
2.0 1.5 8.5 0.03 0.035 0.03 0.04

2.5 1.5 11.0 0.045 0.05 0.Q7 0.Q7

3.0 1.5 13.5 0.06 0.10 0.10 0.14

3.5 1.5 16.0 0.08 0.13 0.13 0.17

4.0 1.5 17.5 0.10 0.25 NA NA

Fish negotiated aU baffles tested, but percent success declined with baffle height (see Table 3, Weir Baffle

Tests). The two fish in the 21 inch baffle test did not pass the first baffle 78% of the time; each reached
the top only once (al 1.2 ft/s and 3 ft/s). Overall passage success (all baffle tests) increased with increasing
velocity up to 2 ftIs, then leveled off at abolll 70%; if the results from the 21 inch baffle are excluded,
success levels off at about 83%. For 3, 6 and 12 inches baffles, success was 75-100010 at all velocities
tested between 2.0 and 4 ft/s. The lowest overall success rate was 14% at 0.8 ft/s. At this velocity, 8 of
14 fish tested did not pass the first baffle. Milling behavior was common at 0.8 fils and 1.6 ft/s and nearly
all down-channel movement was head first suggesting poor flow orientation. At 2.0 fils and above, most
down-channel movement was tail first suggesting much stronger flow orientation. Another indication offlow
attraction is how quickly fish moved to the top. Excluding the 21 inch baffle data, at velocities of 1.6, 2.0,
2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4 IVs, 3 of 12 (25%), 6 of 12 (50%), 8 of 12 (67%), 8 of II (73%),6 of6 (100%),6

of 6 (100%), respectively, moved up inmlediately when velocity was increased. Once a fish immediately
moved to the top, it almost always moved up immediately in subsequent velocities tested. No fish in the
21 inch baffle tests moved up immediately, as well as two fish in the 12 inch baffle test. TIlese two fish
were impinged and removed during the 3.0 fils test.
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Figure 20 - Elevation view of flow over weir baffles in the lest
flwlle.
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Fishway Studies

l1le U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Water Resources Research Laboratory, maintains three prototype scale
test fishways for evaluating passage of non-salmonids native to the western United States. During the
sturgeon study these fishways were used 10 observe sturgeon passage and behavior in response to fishway
flow conditions ofdifferent fishway geometries. All fishway tests were conducted at similar flow depths
and passage velocities.

Test Apparatus

Two ofthe fishways are used for testing different baffle designs for flume type fishways. For the sturgeon
studies, two different fOlTI1S of vertical slot fishway baffles were tested in the flumes. TIle flumes are 5.5
ft wide by 5.5 ft deep by 30 ft long with a 5 % bottom slope. A standard vertical slot baffle design (FWS,
1997) was placed in one fishway and a Reclamation designed chevron shaded duel-vertical-slot baffle was
tested in the second. Vertical slot baffle is a generic term that refers to a flow baffle that has full depth
openings (slots) that allow fish passage at any depth. Different vertical slot baffle designs create different
flow patterns within the pools between baffles. The vertical slot baffle designs tested are shown in Figures
24 and 25. In the laboratory tests, all baffles were spaced 6 ft apart.

The third fishway is a 70 ft long section ofa rock lined bypass challilel with boulder weirs (Figure 26). The
fishwayis designed to test fish passage through a rock fishway with different configurations of rock baffles.
The fishway is a trapezoidal chalmel at a 2.0% slope with a 4 ft wide bottom, 2: I side slopes 4 ft deep. TIle
chamlel is constructed of riprap with a gradation of 15 percent (DIS ) smaller than 5 inches and 85 percent
(D8S ) smaller than 15 inches. Two foot to 3.5 ft diameter boulders are placed in the flow to fOlm control
sections. Boulders are placed with a 2 ft wide space between boulders in a upstream pointing chevron
pattem. TIle boulder pattem is designed to create a flow pattern of highest velocity in the center of the
chatmel and lowest velocities along the banks, giving fish a choice of flow conditions. In the model,
artificial boulders are use to facilitate placement. The model boulders are constructed ofconcrete mOltar
placed over wire lath.

Test Procedure

All fishway tests were conducted with the second group of fish which were collected from the Yellowstone
River on October 16,2001. Ln general, these fish were less motivated 10 move than the group of fish
collected in July. Fish were handled as in other tests. Fish were released at the bottom of the fishwayand
movement behavior recorded. Fish behavior at two velocities (2.5 - 4.0 ftls) and associated differentials
across slots (0.12- 0.3511) was evaluated in each test. Velocity was altered by manipulating tail boards.
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View of standard vertical slot baffle
fishway looking downstream.
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View of chevron shaped duel-vertical
slot baffle fishway looking
downstream.
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Figur-e 24 - Standard veltical slot fishway baffle design,
FWS.1997.
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Figur-e 25 - Recla111ation chevron shaped duel-vertical slot
baftle design.
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Fishway Test Results

Standard Venical Slot Fjshway - Only two of eight fish tested (four tests) in the standard vertical slot
fishway were successful in passing all four slots (fable 9). One passed when slot velocity was 2.99 ftls
with a differential water surface between pools of0.26 ft and the other when slot velocity was 3.8 ft/s with

a differential of 0.31 ft. In general, as velocity was increased, fish activity increased. At the lowest
velocities tested, all fish typically circled both counterclockwise and clockwise. At higher velocities. most

movemenl was counterclockwise. When stationary. fish were typically located at the bottom net on the
slot side will] the tail in the comer and the body at a 45 degree angle or holding parallel to the slot wall with

the tail near the slot opening. One fish passed all fOllr slots in 4 minutes once passage was initiated. This
fish stayed mostly on the slot side and out orthe eddy. The second sllccessful fish took 30 minutes to pass

all fOllr slots once passage began. Passage began soon after slot velocity was increased to 3.8 ftls
(differential 0.31 0). The fish passed the first two slots in sllccession, then circled in the eddy and held with
the body about 3/4 through slot 2. Then moved up and held parallel to slot 3 wall facing away from the
slot. Movement through slots 3 and 4 was nol obselVed bUI occurred in less than 5 minutes.
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Table 9. Evaluation ofpassage success ofeight shovelnose sturgeon in the standard vertical slot fishway.

Date Flow Velocity (fils) Average Fork length, (in) Passage Time,
(ft'I,) (Measured point Differential, (ft) Minutes (after

velocity in slot) passing first
baffle)

10/29101 3.43 --- 0.20 31.5 ---

35.5 ---

2.99 0.26 31.5 4

35.5 ---

3.9 0.33 31.5 ---

35.5 ---

3.31 2.6 0.15 31.0 ---

28.5 ---

3.3 0.24 31.0 ---
28.5 ---

3.8 0.31 31.0 30

28.5 ---

3.32 2.5 0.12 30.0 ---

33.5 ---

3.7 0.24 30.0- ---

33.5 ---

11/05/01 3.37 --- 0.14 31.5 ---

33.0 ---

--- 0.26 31.5 ---

33.0 ---

--- 0.31 31.5 ---

33.0 ---
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Duel Slot Fishway - The duel vertical slot fishway bame was developed to minimize large scale eddies
within a fishway and maximize the cross sectional area ofdownstream flow. 1be objective was to improve
strearnwise fish orientation within the fishway. Flow through the duel slot baffle forms slender eddies
(horizontal) along the flume walls bracketing a wide center area ofdownstream flow. We conducted five
tests of the duel slot flShway. Although fish were more motivated to move in this fishway compared to the
standard slot fishway, only 2 ofthe 10 sturgeon tested successfully negotiated the 4 sets ofduel slots. One
reached the top in 16 minutes and the other in 53 minutes (Table 10). Four others moved past the first duel
slot (two up to sial 2, one up to slot 3 and one to slot 4). Fish tended to be bounced around quite a lot
below the first set of slots. When fish were stationary, they generally held in the middle of the channel
between the slots, facing into the flow. Foufofthe 10 fish either did not move or moved very linle. Others
showed considerable up and down channel movement and circling clockwise between sets ofslots. Down
channel movement was mostly tail first, but not always.

·bdllfihflO IfT bl 10 E Ia e va uatlOn 01 passage success 0 s love nose sturn-eon m t e lie sot IS wav.

Date Flow (fPls) Velocity Differential Fork Lenglh Minutes (after
(Ills) (0) (inches) passing first

bame)

10130101 5.75 29.5 ---

33.0 ---
5.75 30.5 -active

below 3

31.5 --active
below 4

5.75 31.5 ---
35.5 53_

11102/01 6.25 2.8 0.13 31.5 ---

2.8 0.14 30.0 ---

11/05/02 6.0 2.8 0.13 30.5 16

2.9 0.14 28.5 Active below
2

3.5 .18
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Rock fjshway- We conducted 12 tests afthe rock fishway. Hydraulic conditions within the fishway were
similar for all tests. Fishway flow depth was varied during some tests to improve observation offish from
the surface. Of the three fishways tested, passage success was much superior in this fishway. Fifteen of
the 24 fish tested (62.5%) successfully negotiated the fishway (Table 11). Passage time ranged from 14
to 83 minutes (mean 38.9 minutes). Motivated fish had no difficulty negotiating the rock fishway.
Movement was usually up channel and movement pattern was very consistenl Fish typically moved up
the left side ofthe channel into the turbulence, then moved across the channel and held briefly. This position
was very consistent, with nearly all fish holding in the same area. TIle fish would then move up into the
turbulence in the middle of the channel, then gradually move over below boulders 1and 2 (right) and pass
through the gap between these boulders, holdingjust above them, often with the tail just above or in the
gap. The velocity in the gap was 4 fVs. The pattern of passage through each boulder group was very
predictable and consistent. Fish appeared to search for the best hydrnulic conditions available for passage.
Only two fish thai passed the flf'St boulder group did not pass the other two. Seven fish were not motivated
to move and remained near the bottom net throughout the tests.

Figu rc 26 - View looking downstream at
rock lined fish\vay channel with boulder weirs.
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Table 11. Evaluation of passage success or24 shovelnose sturgeon in the rock fishway.

Date Flow Velody (ftls) Differential Fork length Minutes
(ft'/s) (flow velocity (pool to pool) inches

between boulders) ft

10/29/01 16.0 --- --- 3!.5 70

29.5 ---

16.0 --- --- 31.0 18

30.5 25

16.0 --- --- 28.5 14

30.5 ---
11/01/01 14.6 3.3 - 4.4 2.2 32.5 83

30.0 50

14.6 3.3 - 4.4 2.3 30.0 ---

28.5 ---

13.0 --- --- 29.5 33

34.5 69

14.0 --- --- 30.0 ---

31.5 ---

11/02101 14.1 3.7 - 4.2 .19 31.5 15

28.5 23

14.1 3.5 - 4 .17 31.5 45

30.0 48

14.1 3.7 - 4.2 .19 31.0 31

28.5 ---

14.1 3.5 - 4.1 .19 30.0 ---
32.5 ---

14.0 --- 35.5 30

31.0 30
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SummroylDiscussion

Fifty three tests and 204 tlials (Table 12) to evaluate the behavioral response ofadult shove1nose sturgeon
to velocity, substrate, horizontal turbulence, vertical turbulence, and three prototype fishways were
conducted during the study fora total of approximately 71 hours ofobselVations. Test fish were obtained
from the Yellowstone River, Montana in July and October 200 J. Fork length ranged from 25.2 to 35.5
inches and weight ranged from 3.1 to 10.6 pounds. Tests were conducted July 24-31 (30 ft flume), August
1-3 (Adjustable slope, sand and gravel bed), August 27-31 (horizontal and vertical baffles), September
25-29 (adjustable slope, cobble bed); and Oct. 29 -Nov. 7 in the three fishway models.

Test fish were very docile and showed no apparent response to obselVers, simplifying experimental
concerns. The only obselVable stress experienced by test fish occumxl when a fish either got tangled in
the up- or down-channel netting by its scutes or when it collided with a baffle. In both cases, fish would
rehml to or stay al the bottom of the channel and remain there for the remainder of the test. Forceful
collisions with baffles were not uncommon and these, as well as apparent lack of response to light suggest
that eye sight is of little important in sturgeon navigation. Preliminary tests holding velocity constant and
varying depth revealed that velocity, rather than depth was important in attraction and orientation so depth
was eliminated as a test variable.

Sturgeon successfully negotiated the range of average velocities tested (0.8-6.0) over all substrates
(smooth, fine sand, coarse sand, gravel and cobble) evaluated. As substrate grain size increased,
movement success declined, but relatively small sample size and large variability precluded defmitive
conclusions. However, general trends were similar in both the 30 foot flume and the adjustable slope
flume, with poorest movement success over cobble.

Pattem of successful movement related to velocity was consistent among substrates and among all test
conditions. Flow orientation and attraction became strong at about 2 ftls and remained strong at higher
velocities tested. At velocities of 0.8 and 1.6 ftls, fish showed poor orientation to flow as indicated by
nulling behavior, downstream head first movements and longest average time to reach the top of the
channel. At velocities of2 - 6 ftls, strong flow olientation was apparent and down-channel movement was
nearly always tail first. Average percent success in negotiating the channel at the highest velocities tested
dropped from 81-87% at 4 ftls, to 47% at 6 ftls. Allhough adull shovelnose sturgeon could successfully
move through and hold in high velocities, they did not hold long and would not be expected to maintain
position at these velocities for extended periods.

Although sturgeon were able to negotiate horizontal and vertical eddies tested, larger eddies tended to
cause delays. Generally, as eddy size increased, success in passage decreased. This pattern was also seen
in the standard vert'ical slol and the duel slot prototype fishways. Velocity orientation in horizontal and
veltical eddy tests was similar to other tests. At velocities below 2 or 2.5 ftls, orientation was poor and
fish tended to be less flow oriented. At higher velocities, undirected movement declined.
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All prototype ftshway tests were conducted using shovelnose sturgeon collected in October 200 I. These
fish appeared to be less motivated to move. However, fishway tests were instructive. Some shovelnose
sturgeon successfully maneuvered all three fishways tested. In roth the vertical slot and duel slot ftshways,
fish appeared disoriented and passage success was poor. In the rock fishway, passage success was much
improved, with 62.5% of the 24 fish tested reaching the top. In an effort to detemline if poor success in
the other fishways was due to using fish not motivated to move, we tested two fish in roth fishways that had
successfully negotiated the rock fishway. Only one ofthese four fish negotiated the fish\vay (duel slot).

Fishway Design Recommendations

Fishway Attraction Flow

Fishway attraction velocity should be between 2 to 4 ft/s. Ideally, these velocities should be sustained to
the thalweg of the river. [n the study, flow depth was not found to alter shovelnose sturgeon behavior in
the range tested (0.7 ft 104.5 ft.). However, there are many attraction and predator avoidance benefits
to having flow depths of arout 4 ft or more when flow does not limit fish\vay operation. The studies of
large scale eddies show attraction flow should provide a unifoml transition between the fish\vay and the
downstream river flow. Large eddies created by structures in the flow or poor alignment ofmerging flows
may mask the fishway attraction flow.

Fishway Passage Velocity

TIle shovelnose sturgeon showed strong upstream movement at flow velocities ofbctween 3.0 to 4.0 ft/s.
In this velocity range, many test fish were able to actively swim for periods of 10 minutes or more. We
recommend maximum fish passage velocities for design conditions be in the range of3.0 to 4.0 fVs.

Fishway Type

Based on our tests. we recollUllend a natural channel or rock channel fishway design for passage of
sturgeon at Intake Diversion. In addition 10 positive results with sturgeon, this fishway provides a diversity
of velocities and would bener accommodate other fish species using the pass. Due to the significant river
ice that forms near the dam, alternative construction techniques to riprap should be considered such as
fabricated cable tied mats. These types of lining materials may provide cost effective low maintenance
alternatives to a riprap lined fishway structure.
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Table 12. Summary of tests conditions evaluated, number ofsturgeon tested, number of tests conducted,
and number of trials completed. (Each test used 2 fish and consisted of up to eight trials (velocities)).

Experimental condition # Fish f:I Tests # Trials

30 foo< flwne

Sand 4 2 14

Gmvel 4 2 16

Cobble 4 2 16

Adjustable slope flume

Smooth 10 5 22

Coarse gravel 6 3 12

Gmvel 6 3 12

Cobble 8 4 15

Vertical barnes

15.5 inch 4 2 II

22.5 inch 4 2 6

Horizontal barnes

3 inch 4 2 14

6 inch 4 2 16

12 inch 4 2 14

21 inch 2 I 8

Vertical slot fishwuy 8 4 II

Duel slot fishway 10 5 5

Rock fishway 24 12 12

TOTAL 106 53 204
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BACKGROUND

This project gathered information in an experimental flume on the swimming ability and
behavior of pallid sturgeon Scaphirhynchus a/bus and shovelnose sturgeon S. pfalOlynchus in
two different water flow regimes: laminar and turbulent flows. Previous studies of pallid and
shovelnose sturgeon in swimming tunnels found they had a weak swimming ability (Adams et al.
1997, Adams et al. 1999). Also, pallid sturgeon are believed to be poor swimmers in highly
turbulent water (Bramblett 1996; S. Krentz personal communication). Swimming of shovelnose
sturgeon is likely similar to pallid sturgeon, but differences in swimming ability (or swimming
motivation) between closely related Acipenser spp. occur (8. Kynard unpublished data). Life
history of both species indicates they likely move long distances, and thus in natural rivers, must
pass fast flowing riffle reaches. Fish with this life history must be able to negotiate fast turbulent
flows. Further, pallid sturgeon eat fish and must swim well enough to catch prey.

The difficulty that fish have swimming upstream through natural channels or fishways
depends on their swimming ability and behavioral response to the structural configuration and
flow conditions (Kynard 1993; Clay 1995). Thus, if swimming of fish is being studied for
development of fish passage, it is important to study both swimming ability and behavior of fish .
This is best done in experimental flumes or in fishways.

Stamina studies of swimming fish in swim tunnels reflect only the basic physiological
stamina of a fish swimming in the water column, not their actual ability to move upstream in the
complex flows of natural streams or technical fish ladders. The discrepancy between
perfomlance observed in a swim tunnel and flumes or natural challllels should be greatest with
bottom species, like pallid sturgeon, that are prevented in swim tunnels from using all their
behavioral and morphological swimming adaptations. Thus, results of swimming stamina
studies of pallid sturgeon may not provide appropriate infonnation on their swimming ability
that is needed to design fishways. This situation was found during design of fish ladders for
Australian fishes (Malin-Cooper 1992). For sturgeons and perhaps for all fish, the best
infonnation on swimming for use in designing upstream fishways (technical or semi-natural) will
likely result from free-swimming fish in flumes equipped with natural or fishway structures that
provide complex velocity situations and turbulence, as occurs in rivers.

Our objective was to detemline the swimming ability and behavior of pallid and
shovelnose sturgeon itl two types of flow environments: a laminar flow and a complex turbulent
flow created by passage structure. We documented the success and behavior of fish moving
upstream in both reaches. We also observed how sturgeon moved downstream past structure in
fast turbulent flow. This infomlation is useful when designing passage environments and
understanding the potential sources of damage to sturgeon that move downstream in a fish
ladder. We were also interested in identifying the passage routes that sturgeon use in complex
currents.

METHODS

We tested 22 pallid sturgeon and 3 shovelnose sturgeon for swimming perfonnance in
laminar flow and for the ability to move upstream in complex currents. Because of the few



shovelnose sturgeon available, most testing focused on characterization of pallid sturgeon. Pallid
sturgeon were 4-year-old fish (Missouri River stock) that were obtained as 3-monlh-old
fingerlings from the Gavins Point National Fish Hatchery (USFWS), Yankton, SO in September
1997. Shovelnose sturgeon were 3-year-old (Yellowstone River stock) that were obtained as
fertilized eggs from the Bozeman Fish Teclmology Center, Bozeman, MT in June 1998. We
reared all test fish at the Conte Anadromous Fish Research Center (USGS, BRD), Turners Falls,
MA on ambient Connecticut River water and a natural photoperiod for that geographic location.

Test pallid sturgeon (0=22) had a mean fork length of 45.6 em (range, 35.0 - 52.5 em)
and a mean weight of 308.0 g (range, 130.0 - 500.0 g). Shovelnose sturgeon (n=3) had a mean
fork length of 39.2 em (range, 33.5 - 46.1 em) and a mean weight of 200.0 g (range, 100.0 ~

320.0 g; Table I). Thus, pallid sturgeon were larger than shovelnose sturgeon, but several pallid
sturgeon were small, like shovelnose sturgeon.

The lest flume was 4.26 m in diameter with a circular wall in the middle that created a
0.50 m wide channel for testing fish (Fig. I). The floor of the experimental flume had a 6 %
(I: 16.5) slope. Water was supplied to the experimental tank from the Connecticut River at
ambient temperature. A large motor and pump withdrew water (5 cfs) from the center drain of
the tank and pumped it into the head of the experimental flume. An adjustable weir at the head
of the flume controlled the amount of water flow that passed down the test flume (Fig. I). The
most downstream 6.65 m long section of the flume was the experimental section. Fish were kept
within this section with plastic mesh barriers at the up- and downstream ends and were nol
allowed to swim all the way around the tank. The downstream 3.45 m of the flume was divided
longitudinally to create a narrow 0.28 m wide channel with laminar flow. The upstream 2.96
meters of the flume contained three side baffles, 0.99 m apart and alternated on the inside and
outside walls of the channel (Fig. I). The bottom of the test flume had small baffles (5 em high x
5 cm wide, spaced 15 cm apart on center) at a right angle to flow to create unifonn bottom
roughness. We used a Marsh-McBimey 2-Dimension probe of 2.54 mm diameter (model 523
M) to make all hydraulic measurements. A 60-sec logging period was used during each
hydraulic measurement of current velocity and vector (direction).

Test fish had been reared in a circular tank and had no prior experience with turbulence
or fast velocity. To give fish some experience with complex flows and structure, two weeks
prior to testing, all were held in a common lank with faster than nomlal velocities and several
bottom structures.

We monitored fish movement up and down the flume with a TIRlS PIT tag and antenna
detector system (Fig. I). TIRIS antenna I was placed 0.92 m from the downstream fish barrier to
monitor fish presence in the introduction area. Antenna 2 was 0.53 m downstream of the
upstream end of the divider that created the narrow laminar channel. It monitored fish presence
at the upstream end of the laminar reach. Antenna 3 was 0.30 m upstream of side baffle C. It
monitored fish presence at the end of the baffle reach. TIRlS antennae were small coils of wire
located on the bottom between two bottom baffles and did not affect water flow or fish behavior.

In the short 30-cm long reach downstream of baffle A, we video recorded each fish's
movements as they approached and passed the baffle going up- and downstream. The transect
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across the slot entrance was designated transect C, the next downstream bottom baffle as transect
B, and the next bottom baffie as transect A Fig. I). A camera suspended over the flume recorded
an overhead view of fish and was used to determine the number of tailbeatsls and swim speed
(number of body lengths per second = Us). A second camera viewed fish from the side through
a clear panel on the inside wall of the flume and showed the distance that fish swam above the
bottom. The fonnula used to calculate Us was [distance traveled (em) I time (5») + current
velocity (ern/s) I fish length (em fork length). We used fork length, not total length. because the
tail beyond the fork length contributed little to thrust during swimming and yet, could be several
em long. We also used video recordings to detennine the behavior of fish as they approached the
fast water in the bame slot, the spatial route used to pass the slot, and the route relative to current
velocity and vector. Ribbon tail-tells to show current direction were spaced 10 cm apart along
the top of A, B, and C bottom baffles (each 15 COl apart on center). To mark swimming distance
and route of fish we used each ribbon location as a station on the transect to record fish crossing
and water velocity and vector. To show the roule of fish, we recorded each station where the
pointed snout of fish crossed the transect line or crossed over ribbon locations. Previously,
Webb (1986) used video recording of lake sturgeon movements to detennine swimming
perfonnance in a small flume.

All tests were conducted during the day and fish were not fed within 24 hours of testing,
similar to methods of FarJinger and Bemish (1977) and Webb (1986). The flume was inside a
weakly lighted building. Prior to testing, each fish was immobilized using electrical narcosis
(constant current of 30 VDC total impressed voltage or about 0.7V/cm fish fork length. This
procedure is similar to chemical anesthetics, only faster, cheaper, with quick recovery and less
deleterious effects on fish (Kynard and Lonsdale 1975, Henyey et al. 2002). We attached a
TIR1S PIT tag with a fish hook to the side of an immobilized fish above and behind the right
pectoral fin. The tag was oriented vertically to the body axis. Tagging took less than 1 min and
fish recovered quickly, as indicated by their rapid return to an upright position and escape
response. Fish recovered from immobilization and tagging for 5 min before being placed in the
test flume. The lag and hook combination weighed 0.96 g, less than 1% of the smallest fish (100
g) body weight. The tagging procedure and tag weight did not appear to interfere with fish
swimming 01' behavior.

After test fish were removed from the flume at the completion of tests, we immobilized
them as described previously, removed the tag, measured and weighed each fish, and returned
them to a common holding tank. Additionally, all fish had been individually marked with a
long-ternl mark (non-toxic acrylic paint) in their fins; thUS, we were able to ensure that each fish
carried the same TIRIS tag when it was tested individually and later, as one member of a group.

Fish were initially tested individually and later in groups of three. In the first set of tests,
single fish were tested for 6-8 hours or until they passed upstream ofbaffie C. In a second set of
tests, the same fish were tested in groups of three, some for 6 hours, others for 2 hours (Table 2).
Most long trials began in the morning about 0800-1000 hours. During the 2-hour trials of fish
groups, the first trial was done in the morning and the second was done in the afternoon. Tank
water was changed between morning and afternoon trials so that all trials began at ambient
temperature. We did not observe any obvious effect of time-of·day on perfonllance of fish.
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We provided motivation to most fish to get tbem to move from the introduction area.
This is not surprising because fish had spent their entire life in circular rearing tanks. After about
I hour during long trials and 30 min during short trials, we motivated fish in the introduction
area by making the near-field environment undesirably noisy (rapping on the side of the tank or
on the bottom near the fish) and, if this did not produce movement, by probing the fish's caudal
peduncle with a dowel. Similar motivation to swim was provided by other researchers of
sturgeon swimming in flumes (Peake el al. 1997).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Temperature of water increased during tests due to heat generated by tbe motor/water
pump in the water system, which was closed (Tables 3 and 4, Figs. 2 and 3). During single fish
tests, temperature increase during daily trials was from initial temperatures of 14.3 to 19.9 °C to
final temperatures of 23.7 to 26.9 °C; and during group fish trials daily temperature increase was
from 12.6 to 15.2 to 14.1 to 20.8 0 C. The increase in temperature during tests was gradual
(mean, 0.270 C per hour; maximum, 0.340 C per hour; Tables 3 and 4). Level of dissolved
oxygen was at saturation when most tests began, and was higher than saturation (maximum, 122
%) when five tests began (Fig. 4). The supersaturated condition quickly retullled to saturation
after a few minutes of nonnal pumping operation because much of the flow was spilled and
aerated as it passed over the regulating weir al the head of the flume (Fig. I).

We did not observe any obvious abnomml behavior (swimming or opercular movements)
of fish that would indicate a stress induced effect of temperature or DO levels. However, the test
procedures were not designed 10 evaluate the effects of these factors 011 fish movements. While
increasing temperature (range, 7-21 C) has been related to increased swimming endurance of
lake sturgeon (23-55 cm TL) swimming in a prolonged mode (Peake et a1. 1997), we could find
no comparative information on pallid or shovelnose. One possible effect of the colder
temperature could have been to reduce the motivation of pallid sturgeon to swim upstream. The
effect of temperature on performance of pallid shlrgeon is discllssed later.

Laminar Reach

Velocities in the laminar section ranged from 2.5 to 65.1 cm/sec, mean 31.2 cm/sec (Fig.
5). We visually observed that fish swam upstream just above the bottom. Thus, we believe that
the velocities and vectors at 5 cm above the bottom baffles in the center of the channel
(equidist3nce side to side) best reflect the velocity route used by fish. Current vectors in the
channel at 5 cm above the bottom baffles show that flow was mainly laminar with similar
velocities across the channel except for the most upstream reach, where velocity was higher at
some cross section transects on the outside of the channel (Fig. 5).

The mean time (all individual movements) for fish to move from antenna 1-2 was 3:20
min (single fish trials) and 3: 16 min (group fish trials; Table 5). The mean times of the two
groups of fish were not significantly different (Mann-Whitney test, alpha >0.05). This result
suggests that neither "group effect" nor water temperature (warmer in single fish tests than in
group trials) had a significant effect on swimming performance of fish in the laminar reach.
While increasing temperature improved the swimming perfomlance of juvenile lake sturgeon
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swimmmg in the prolonged mode (Peake et al. 1997) and lower water temperature causes
reduced swimming perfomlance in most fishes (Videler 1993), pallid sturgeon did not show an
effect of temperature. Pallid sturgeon (45.6 mean FL) were swimming in an average velocity of
31.2 cm/s, so swimming was the sustained mode of about 1 Us or less. One body lengthls is
within the sustained range of fish (Viedler 1993). Perhaps, pallid sturgeon must be exercised in
faster velocity (prolonged swim mode) to show an effect of temperature.

One shovelnose sturgeon (fish 419), tested singly, moved to antenna 2 four times (Table
5). Even with prodding, the other two shovelnose sturgeon would not move upstream. This fish
moved to antenna 2 in a mean time of 49 min 19 s (the longest mean time of any fish tested).
When tested in groups, 2 of 3 shovelnose sturgeon moved to antenna 2 (Table 5). Fish 335
moved once in a time of 2: 17 min and fish 419 moved two times, taking 2:24 and 5:06 min.
Although the data are few, the shovelnose sturgeon tested in a group had similar swim times as
many pallid sturgeon and fish 419 swam to antenna 2 much faster than it did earlier.

Baffle Reach

Frequency of test pallid sturgeon Ihat swam to antenna 3 differed between single fish
tests (9 of22, 41%) and group tests (3 of 17,18%; Table 5). This difference could be related to
water temperature (wann during single fish tests, cool during group fish tests) that could affect
motivation to swim, or to a group fish effect. Because the present tests were nol designed to
separate the effects of these factors, either factor or a combination of the two could be
responsible for the change in behavior. We suspect that water temperature was the important
factor because we have noted that when water temperature in holding tanks decreases to about 12
DC, fish activity greatly decreases and fish begin to rest on the bottom in an aggregation facing
into the current. However, both group and temperature may have combined to reduce motivation
of pallid sturgeon during tests.

Profiles of water flow in the baffle section are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. Movement of
water down the baffle section was a narrow side 10 side flow with a maximum velocity of 65
cnlls that occurred at each baffle slot. Most fish moved upstream near, but above, the bottom, so
flow conditions at 5 cm above the bottom baffles best reflect the flow that fish used. At 5 cm
above the bottom, similar velocity and vector profiles occurred at both inside and outside side
baffles (Fig. 6). Directly downstream and behind each bame, the velocity was slower and flow
vectors show this was an eddy. The eddy extended farther downstream at outside side barnes
than at inside side barnes. Some fish stopped in this outside eddy before moving upstream
through a bame slol.

Of the 22 pallid sturgeon tested singly, 9 fish (40.9 %) reached antenna 3; whereas, only
3 of 17 (17.6 %) reached antenna 3 when tested in groups. Mean time for fish to pass from
antenna 2 to 3 for fish in single trials (n=9) was 2:41 min and for fish tested in groups, mean time
was 1:04 min (n=4 observations from a 3 fish trial). Thus, once pallid sturgeon began to ascend
the baffles, they made rapid progress passing the three bames. Although fish moved
individually up the nume whether tested singly or in groups, possibly the group affected speed of
fish movement up the barnes. Also possible, is that the faster mean time of fish in groups was a
result of the small sample size (n=3). It is interesting that the three fish in group trials thaI
moved upstream to antenna 3 were not the same fish Ihat had moved to antenna 3 during single
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fish trials, thus the faster time of fish in groups was not due 10 prior experience. The few fish
thai moved to antenna 3 in group lests compared to single fish lesls could have been due to the
colder waler during group tests, or a group effect. None of the three shovelnose sturgeon tested
during single-fish trials moved to antenna 3, but one tested in group trials swam there (Table 5).
Fish 419 (38 cm FL) moved from antenna 2 to 3 two times: taking 55 sand 28:06 min. The
28:06 min time was twice as long as the longest time required by any pallid sturgeon. Perhaps,
shovelnose sturgeon were less motivated, at least when tested singly (and in wann water) to
swim upstream than pallid sturgeon. Also, shovelnose sturgeon may be poorer at navigating
complex structure/flow environments than pallid sturgeon. These questions cannot be answered
by the present study.

Swim Speed

Swim speed (body length per sec=Us) of the 22 pallid sturgeon with the fastest swim
time from antenna I to 2, at mean water velocity of 31.2 cm/s, is the best estimate of swim speed
in laminar flow (Fig. 9). These pallid sturgeon swam at 0.9-2.0 Us, e.g., in the sustained to
prolonged swim modes. Most fish demonstrated this swim mode for many hours during tests,
much longer than the usual 200 min that defines the lower limit of sustained swimming (Peake et
al. 1997).

Swim speed of the two shovelnose sturgeon that swam from antenna I to 2 was similar or
slightly less than for pallid sturgeon (Fig. 9). Swim speed was benveen 0.6 and 0.9 Us. The
performance of these two fish, while slightly less than for pallid sturgeon, did not show a clear
difference between the two species.

Swim speed of the five sturgeon with the highest Us shows they swam at 2.2-2.7 Us
while passing the baffle velocity of abollt 65 cnlls. Burst speed (the swim speed fish can
maintain for 20 s; Peake et a1. 1997) of a 20 cm FL pallid sturgeon tested by Adams et al.
(1999) was 70 cm/s (about 3.5 Us). This data on burst swim speed supports the conclusion that
our tcst fish, which passed the baffle slot swimming 2.7 or less body lengths/s, were swimming
in the prolonged swim mode. The 2 min critical swim speed of a 16 cm TL lake sturgeon at 15
°C was 2.5 Us (Webb 1986). As shown below (section on Swimming Behavior at Bame A),
fish only took about 2 s (maximum, 4 s) to pass through the fast velocity of the baffle, so the
pallid and shovelnose sturgeon had the ability to swim past the baffle quickly without using burst
speed.

Shovelnose sturgeon 419 swam at a similar speed as the fastest pallid sturgeon at baffle
A. This fish moved at 2.8 Us (Fig. 9). The swim speed of this fish suggests a similar thrust
capability as pallid sturgeon, as would be expected with fish of similar size and similar body/fin
morphology (Videler 1993).

The swim speed of pallid and shovelnose sturgeon tested in the flume will be less than
one would observe from testing wild fish. Jones el al. (1974) found that swim perfomlance of
hatchery trout was only about 80% of wild trout perfonnance. Observations on lake sturgeon
swimming (Kynard et al. unpublished data) suggest that not only is the swim speed of hatchery
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fish less than wild fish, but hatchery fish must learn to control their body orientation in turbulent
flow. Wild fish should easily navigate complex flow regimes like those in the baffle section.

Swimming Behavior at Bame A

Exposing fish to increased water velocity and structure prior to tests gave fish some
experience moving around structure, but it did not likely greatly improve their swimming fitness
or give them the experience to optimally navigate in complex flows. Fish in the holding tank did
nOI spend more time swimming in fast velocity, but they did move more around the tank and
encounter structure. So, there was likely some increase in general fitness and ability to control
body orientation in complex flows. In other tests with lake sturgeon, we encountered the same
situation. The only way we improved lake sturgeon swimming fitness was to give them a daily
period of exercise in a nUl11e where they had to swim (Kynard et al. unpublished data).

Fish that approached baffle A did not rest long there, but moved directly upstream. The
maximum time that a fish used the eddy area behind the baffle was I:30 min. However, some
fish remained for many minutes behind baffle C, an outside baffie which has more eddy space.
The eddy downstream of the side baffles provided resting conditions and space for several, not
just one fish. Unfortunately, during group tests two fish did not simultaneously occur at bame
A, so we were unable to document this interaction. During tests in a similar ladder, two lake
sturgeon did occur together behind barnes and did not interfere with each other (Kynard et al.
unpublished data).

The mean time and tailbeats/s that pallid sturgeon (0=17) and shovelnose sturgeon (n=l)
used to pass baffle A are shown in Table 6. Fish spent a mean time of2 s (range, 1-4 s) passing
upstream and the mean tailbeats/s of all fish was 3.6. Shovelnose 419, which was shorter than
most pallid sturgeon, took 4 s and a mean of 3.6 tailbeatsls (n=2 observations) to pass baffle A
(Table 6). The tailbeats/s of both species were similar, but the sample size of shovelnose is too
small for conclusions on this species.

Sturgeon used eight routes to pass the baffle slot (Fig. 10). Only 10 of 43 fish trips
resulted in fish swimming through the eddy behind the baffle. Most fish avoided the eddy and
continued swimming in the fast current. Also, fish bad no problem maintaining a strong
directional propulsion through the slightly complex slot currents. Some fish moved laterally
when they encountered the lateral flow at the slot, but they recovered and continued upstream.
Thus, for fish with little experience with complex currents, a flat head that would seem difficult
to control when swimming through fast complex currents, and only a moderate level of fitness,
paJlid sturgeon were quite adept at controlling their orientation and direction while swimming.

The probability of occurrence of fish at each station across the three transects at side
baffle A is shown in Fig. II. The panem of sturgeon swimming through the area was to remain
away from the wall on either side and use the fast current in the center one-third. This enabled
them to keep both or at least one pectoral fin erect and useful for orientation. Fish distribution
was nonnal in transects A and C, hut skewed to the right in transect B. This may reflect the
avoidance of the eddy in transect B and preference for the dominant now with fast velocity.
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Downstream Movement

When sturgeon that moved to antenna 3 moved downstream, the TlRJS system recorded
the time for passage to antenna I and video recorded their movement at baffle A. The mean time
for pallid sturgeon to move from antenna 3-2 (the baffle section) was 10:38 min (n=6
observations).

Video observations showed that most fish (68 %) did so with their bodies oriented head
upstream (30 of 47 observations). Fish also remained more than two body depths off the bottom
(34 of 37 observations, 91.9 %). Typically, fish drifted slowly using pectoral fins to maintain
body orientation in a "dead-fish condition", i.e., just enough fin motion to maintain body
orientation. This behavior facilitated downstream movement pass baffles without causing injury
to fish. We also observed this behavior during downstream movement of lake and shortnose
sturgeon (Kynard et al. unpublished data), so it may be typical of all sturgeon.

Conclusions and Recommendations

All test fish swam in the 35 cm/s mean velocity of the laminar flow reach at I Lis in a
sustained swim mode.

Pallid sturgeon demonstrated the swimming ability to navigate complex currents ill a
side-baffle fish ladder al 6 % slope and similarly, should be able to swim upstream in complex
flows in other passage situations, like rock ramps, as tong as velocities are appropriate.

Pallid and shovelnose sturgeon swam through the side-baffle section off the bottom in a
prolonged swim mode at 2.7 Us, passing quickly through 65 cm/s velocity in only 1-2 s using
about 2 tailbeats/s. Current velocity in fish ladders or rock ramps that enable fish to swim in the
prolonged mode, and do not require the burst swim mode, seems preferable for these species.

The small sample size of shovelnose sturgeon make the results for this species only
preliminary. Additional study is needed to compare swimming of pallid and shovelnose
sturgeon. The available data from our test shovelnose sturgeon suggests that shovelnose
sturgeon have similar swimming ability as pallid sturgeon, but may have less motivation.
Shovelnose sturgeon may be more motivated to move when crowded or in a group. This could
reflect an aspect of the early aggregation behavior described by Kynard et al (2002) for both
species.

Temperature variation of 13 to 27°C did not have an obvious effect on swimming
performance in the sustained or prolonged modes of pallid sturgeon.

Pallid and shovelnose sturgeon have appropriate behaviors that facilitate moving
downstream in a side-baffle fish ladder without causing injury.

The side-baffle fish ladder design has promise for passing pallid and shovelnose sturgeon
upstream of barriers.
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Table 1. Fish code, species (pallid=P, shovelnose=S), weight, and fork length for fish in
trials, fall 200 I.

Fish Weight FL Pallid
Code Species (gm) (em) Mean WI 308.0
329 p 180 38.5 51 Dev Wt 104.6
330 p 280 46.5 Median WI 290.0
348 p 160 39.5 MinWt 130.0
351 p 400 50.2 Max WI 500.0
353 P 500 51.7
360 P 430 52 Mean FL 45.6
363 p 280 43.7 StDcv FL 4.8
370 p 480 51.5 Median FL 46.5
372 p 300 46.5 Min FL 35
373 p 280 46.5 Max FL 52.5
392 P 280 46

393 p 420 52.5

396 P 320 46.5
402 P 130 35 Shovclnosc
403 p 170 39.5 Mean WI 200.0
405 P 230 41 51 Dev WI 111.4
406 P 240 41.5 Median WI 180.0
407 P 430 49.5 MinWt 100.0
411 P 310 46.5 Max WI 320.0
414 p 245 43.5
416 P 380 48.5 Mean FL 39.2
418 P 330 46.5 StDcv FL 6.4
335 S 320 46.1 Median FL 38
409 S 100 33.5 Min FL 33.5
419 S 180 38 Max FL 46.1
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J Table 2. Dates, species (pallid=P, shovclnose=S), fish code, and start, end and total time for

~
single and group trials, fall 200 I.

~

Time (hh:mm)
~ Date Species Fish Code Start End TOlal
J 9124/01 P 372 12014 1655 04041

J
9125/01 P 393 12054 17000 04006
9126/01 P 373 09006 1550 06044

~ 9127/01 P 330 OSo43 IlolS 02035
J 9127/01 P 411 12027 1757 05030

J 912S/01 P 360 OSo54 17012 OSolS
10/1/01 p 41S OSo57 17002 OSo05

~

1012101 P 416 OSo49 14054 06005
~ 1013/01 P 407 090lS 16017 06059
J 10/4/01 P 392 09025 16027 07002

~
10/5/01 P 329 OSAI 15059 070lS
1019101 S 409 10013 16021 O600S

J
10/10/01 S 419 10010 16021 06011

~ 10/11/01 P 353 07057 14020 06023
~ 10/12101 S 335 OS39 15004 06025

~
10/13/01 P 414 OSo21 14026 06005
10/15/01 p 351 10003 16006 06003

~

10116101 09016 15017 06001P 370
~ 10117/01 P 406 09006 15006 06000
J 101lS/01 P 402 09019 1550 06031

J 10119/01 P 363 10010 16012 06002
10/22/01 p 405 09012 14005 0453

J
10/23/01 P 348 08045 14050 06005

J 10/24/0 I P 403 OSo55 15000 06005

- 10/2510 I P 396 09019 12040 0321

J 10/26/0 I S 335,409,419 09027 15057 06030
J 10/29/0 I P 360,370,373 09046 16013 06027

~ 10/30/01 P 348,396,414 12015 1402S 02013
10/3110 I P 330,392, 393 09022 11025 02003

~

10/31101 P 353,416,418 13000 15002 02002
~ 11/1/0 I P 363,407,411 0904S II 050 02002- 11/1/01 P 351, 372, 402 13:30 15033 02003

~
1112101 P 329,403,405,406 09059 12002 02003
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"
"Tabid. Date, species, fish code, mean, median, standard deviation of the mean, minimum and

maximum temperatures during pallid and shovelnose trials, fall 2001. "
"Temperature - C
"Date Species Fish Code Mean Median StDev Minimum Maximum

9/24/0 I P 372 25.4 25.4 1.0 23.7 26.9 "9/25/0 I P 393 24.8 24.9 1.5 22.2 26.9 "
9/26/0 I P 37) 24.0 24.1 1.8 20.8 26.8 "9/27/01 P 330 20.8 20.8 0.7 19.7 21.9 ,.."

9/27/01 P 411 23.9 23.9 1.3 21.6 25.9

9/28/0 I P 360 23.6 23.8 2.0 20.2 26.6 "
10/1/01 P 418 22.5 22.6 2.2 18.6 25.9 ~

10/2/01 P 416 21.6 21.6 2.3 18.0 25.2 "10/3/01 P 407 22.8 22.7 2.7 18.4 27.1

"10/410 I P 392 23.0 23.2 2.8 18.3 27.1

10/5101 P 329 23.0 23.1 2.7 18.6 27.1 "
10/910 I S 409 18.3 18.3 2.1 14.9 21.6 "

10110/01 S 419 20.1 20.2 2.3 16.3 23.6 ,.."

10/11/01 P 353 19.6 19.4 2.3 16.0 23.4
,.."

10/12/01 S 335 20.5 20.5 2.2 16.9 24.0

10/13/01 P 414 20.6 20.5 2.6 16.6 24.7 "
10/15/01 P 351 20.3 20.5 2.2 16.6 23.7 "
1011610 I P 370 19.2 19.2 2.1 15.9 22.6 "10/17/01 P 406 19.2 19.2 1.8 16.2 21.9

"10118/01 P 402 17.9 18.0 1.9 14.9 20.8
1011910 I P 363 17.5 17.5 1.9 14.5 20.5

,.."

I0/22/0 I P 405 17.7 17.7 1.8 14.6 20.3 ~

10/23/01 P 348 17.2 17.1 1.8 14.3 20.0 "10/24/01 P 403 18.7 18.8 2.5 14.6 22.7
~

10/25101 P 396 17.6 17.5 1.5 15.2 19.9
~

10/26/01 S 335,409,419 18.2 18.3 1.8 14.9 20.8 ~

10/29/01 P 360,370,373 17.1 17.1 1.9 13.9 20.0
10/30/01 P 348,396,414 15.2 15.3 0.8 14.0 16.3

r-

10/31101 p 330,392,393 13.9 14.0 0.8 12.7 15.2 r-

10/31/01 p 353,416,418 14.4 14.5 0.6 13.5 15.4 ~

1111/0 I P 363,407,411 14.0 14.1 1.0 12.6 15.4 r"
1111/0 I P 351,372,402 14.8 14.8 0.9 13.5 16.2
11/2101 P 329,403,405,406 14.4 14.3 0.9 13.0 15.7

r"

,..,
r"

,..,
r"

r"

f"
12 r-

,..,
,..,
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~

~

~ Table 4. Date, species, fish code, mean, median, standard deviation of the mean,

~
minimum and maximum quarter hourly changes in temperatures for

...J
pallid and shovelnose sturgeon trials, [all 2001 .

~

~ Date Species Fish Code Mean Median StDev Minimum Maximum

~
9124/01 P 372 0.27 0.30 0.11 0.1 0.4
9/25/01 P 393 0.28 0.30 0.12 0.1 0.4

~

9/26/01 P 373 0.22 0.20 0.09 0.1 0.4
~ 9/27/01 P 330 0.22 0.20 0.10 0.1 0.4
...J 9/27/01 P 411 0.20 0.20 0.07 0.1 0.3

J 9/28/01 P 360 0.19 0.20 0.10 0 0.4
10/1/01 P 418 0.23 0.20 0.10 0.1 0.4

~

10/2/01 P 416 0.29 0.30 0.07 0.1 0.4
...J 10/3/01 P 407 0.31 0.30 0.08 0.1 0.5
~ 10/4/01 P 392 0.31 0.30 0.09 0.2 0.5

~
10/5/01 P 329 0.29 0.30 0.06 0.2 0.4
10/9/01 S 409 0.28 0.30 0.06 0.1 0.4

~

10/10/01 S 419 0.30 0.30 0.12 0.1 0.5
~ 10111101 P 353 0.30 0.30 0.09 0.1 0.5
~ 10/12101 S 335 0.28 0.30 0.11 0.1 0.5

10/13/01 P 414 0.32 0.30 0.10 0.1 0.5
~

10/15/01 P 351 0.30 0.30 0.09 0.1 0.5
~

10/16/01 370 0.28 0.30 0.08 0.1 0.4P
~ 10/17/01 P 406 0.24 0.30 0.10 0.1 0.4

~ 10118101 P 402 0.23 0.25 0.10 0 0.4

10/19101 P 363 0.25 0.30 0.08 0.1 0.4
~

10/22/01 P 405 0.30 0.30 0.09 0.1 0.5
-' 10/2310 I P 348 0.24 0.30 0.10 0.1 0.4
...J 10/24/01 P 403 0.34 0.30 0.10 0.1 0.5

~ 10/25/01 P 396 0.34 0.30 0.10 0.1 0.5

...J 10/26/01 S 335,409,419 0.23 0.20 0.10 0.1 0.5

...J 10129101 P 360,370,373 0.23 0.30 0.09 0.1 0.4

~ 10/30/01 P 348.396,414 0.26 0.30 0.10 0.1 0.4

10131101 P 330,392,393 0.28 0.30 0.08 0.1 0.4
~

10131/01 P 353,416,418 0.24 0.25 0.07 0.1 0.3

11/1/01 P 363,407,411 0.31 0.30 0.03 0.3 0.4

-' 11/1/01 P 351,372,402 0.34 0.30 0.07 0.3 0.5

-' 1112101 P 329,403,405,406 0.34 0.30 0.11 0.2 0.5

~

-'

...J

-
J 13
.,)

J



r-

r-

r-

Mean, minimum and maximum upstream passage times for individual
r-

Table 5.
pallid and shovelnose sturgeon in single and group trials and summary

~

statistics for single and group trials, fait 200 I. r-
~

Pallid Single Trials r-
Fish Logged at Count (h:mm:ss) r-

Dale COlk Species Antenna 3 1102 2103 Mean Min Mox
9/24/01 372 P 12 0:03: 13 0:00:16 OJ 1:44

~yos
2 0,00,39 0:00:38 0:00:41 r-

9125/01 393 P yos 10 0:01:35 0:00:12 0,05,05
0:02:44 0:02:44 0:02:44

r-

9126/01 373 P "0 2 0:00:25 0:00:24 0:00:27 ~

9f27101 330 P "" I 0:02:16 0:02:16 0:02:16
~

9f27101 411 P "0 5 0:03:23 0:00:13 0:14:43
9128fOI 360 P "0 3 0,00,25 0:00:19 0,0036 r-
10/1/01 418 P "0 8 0:03:14 0:00:18 0:10:18

~

1012101 416 P yo; 6 0,08,07 0,00,30 0:29:59
0:00:48 0:00:48 0:00:48 r-

1013/01 407 P "0 13 0:02:47 0:00:21 0:07:54 r-
10/4/01 392 P "0 12 0:03:44 0:00:13 0:16:25
10/5/01 329 P "0 14 0,04,23 0,00,09 0:42:28 r-
10/11/01 353 P "0 5 0:05:14 0,00019 0:23:21 r-
10/13/01 414 P yo; 16 0:02:49 0:00:14 0:27:23

0,02,03 0:02:03 0:02:03 r-
10/15/01 351 P "0 9 0:09:27 0:00:17 1:06:03

~

10/16/01 370 P no 9 0,00,52 0:00:18 0:02:17
10117/01 406 P no 12 0:01:51 0:00:15 0:08:17 ,.....
10llS/OI 402 P yos 13 0:05:01 0,00,08 0:48:15 r-

2 0:09:14 0:00:35 0:17:52
10/19/01 363 P yos 6 0,00,32 0,00,20 0:01:15 ,.....

0:01 :24 0:01:24 0:0[:24 r-
[0122/01 405 P y" 0:00:57 0:00:57 0:00:57

0,00,46 0,00046 0:00:46 r-
[0123/01 348 P "0 3 0,00,38 0,00,26 0:00:59 r-
10124/01 403 P yos 4 0:00:41 0:00:[6 0:01:44

0,00044 0:00:44 0:00:44 r-
10/25/01 396 P yo; 2 0,00,26 0,00,20 0:00:33 r

0:01:14 0:01:14 0:01:14
r-

Single Trial Pallid Count 22 9 r-
Sum 166 "Mean" 0:03:20 0:02:41

,.....
Minimum 0,00,08 0,00,35
Maximum 1:06:03 0: 17:52

~

~

• mean times arc calculated using all records
~

~

14 r-
~

~



Table 5 (con't)

Date
1009/01

10131/01

1111/01

1112101

Pallid Group Trials
Fish logged at Count (h:mm:ss)

Code Species Antenna 3 I to 2 2 t03 Mean Min M",
360 P no 1 0:42:19 0:42:19 0:42:19
370 P no 4 0,00,36 0,00,13 0:01:32
373 P no I 0,00,09 0,00,09 0,00,09
414 P no 4 0:05:06 0:00:35 0:15:32
330 P no I 0:00:07 0:00:07 0:00:07
393 P no 2 0:04:57 0:00:22 0:09:32
353 p yo; 4 0:00:19 0:00:11 0:00:34

2 0:00:57 0,00,33 0:01:21
418 p y'" 2 0:04:22 0:00:24 0:08:19

0:00:22 0,00,22 0:00:22
363 P no 4 0:02:12 0,00,39 0:06:08
407 p yo; 2 0:06:47 0:00:37 0:12:56

0:00:55 0,00,55 0,00,55
351 P no 4 0:00:32 0:00:16 0:00:55
372 P no 4 0:02:51 0,00,19 0:09:42
402 P no 8 0:01:21 0:00:21 0:03:51
329 P no 5 0:03:31 0:00:14 0:12:17
403 P no I 0:00:31 0:00:31 0:00:31
405 P no 5 0:02:17 0,00,04 0,09,58
406 P no 2 0:19:59 0:12:45 0:27:13

-'
Group Trial Pallid Count 17 3

S,m 54 4

-' Mean· 0:03:32 0:01:04
Minimum 0,00,04 0,00,22

~ Maximum 0:42:19 0:01:21

-'

-' All Pallid
Count 39 12

J Sum 220 15

J Mean· 0:03:24 0,02,00
Minimum 0:00:04 0:00:22

J Maximum 0:42:19 0:01:21

-'

• mean times are calculated using all records

15
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Table 5 (con't)

Date
10110/01

Fish
Code
419

Species
s

Shovelnose Single Trials
Logged al Count
Antenna 3 [ to 2 2 to 3

no 4
Mean

0:49: 19
Min

OW39

'" mean times arc ea[cu[ated using all records

Shovelnose Group Tria[s
Fish Logged at Count

Date Code Species Antenna 3 [ t02 2103 Mean Min M"
I0126/0 [ 335 S 00 1 0:02:17 0:02:17 0:02:17

419 S y" 2 0:03:45 0:02:24 0,05,06
2 0:14:31 0:00:55 0,28,06

Group Trial Shovclno!>c Count
Sum

Mean·
Minimum
Maximum

2
3

0:03:[6
0:02:[ 7
0,05,06

°2
0:00:55
0:28:06

16



J

J

J

J

J

-)

Table 6. Mean, minimum, and maximum time (min:s) and number of tailbeats/sec of
seventeen pallid and one shovelnose sturgeon swimming upstream from
Transect A to C through baffle slot A.

Time Tailbeatsls
Fish Species Count Mean Minimum Maximum Mean Minimum Maximum
329 p 2 0:02 0:01 0:03 2.8 2.7 3.0

351 P 3 0:02 0:01 0:03 3.6 2.7 5.0

353 P 6 0:01 0:01 0:02 3.3 2.5 5.0

363 P 3 0:01 0:01 0:01 3.7 3.0 5.0

370 P I 0:02 0:02 0:02 3.0 3.0 3.0

372 P 2 0:02 0:01 0:03 3.0 3.0 3.0

373 P 1 0:01 0:01 0:01 4.0 4.0 4.0

393 P 1 0:01 0:01 0:01 3.0 3.0 3.0

396 P I 0:01 0:01 0:01 5.0 5.0 5.0

402 P 6 0:02 0:01 0:04 4.1 3.0 7.0

403 P 2 0:01 0:01 0:01 3.5 3.0 4.0

405 P 3 0:02 0:01 0:03 4.0 3.0 5.0

406 P 3 0:01 0:01 0:02 4.2 3.0 5.0

407 P I 0:01 0:01 0:01 4.0 4.0 4.0

411 P 2 0:02 0:01 0:04 2.5 2.0 3.0

414 P 3 0:02 0:02 0:02 3.0 2.5 4.0

418 p I 0:01 0:01 0:01 4.0 4.0 4.0

419 S 2 0:04 0:01 0:07 3.6 2.1 5.0

17



Table 7. Mean, minimum and maximum downstream passage times (rom antenna 3 to 2
for individual pallid and shovelnose sturgeon in single and group trials and sununary
statistics for single and group trials, fall 200 I.

Single Pallid Trials

Dale
9124/01
1012101

10/13/01
10118101
10125/01

Fish
Code
372
416
414
402
396

Species
p
p
p
p
p

3102
2
1
1
1
1

Mea"
0:01:27
0:00:12
0:16:34
0:43:18
0,0(U2

(h:mm:ss)
Min

0:01:07
0:00:12
0:16:34
0,43,18
0,0(U2

Mox
0:01:47
0:00:12
0:16:34
0:43:18
0,0(U2

Single Trial Pallid Counl

S"m
Mean-

Minimum
Maximum

5
6

0:10:38
0:00:12
0:43:18

Group Pallid Trials
Fish (h:mm:ss)

Dale Code Species 3t02 Mean Min Mox
10/31/01 353 P 2 0:01:06 0,00,30 0:01:43
10/31/01 418 P 1 0:00:52 0:00:52 0:00:52
11/1/01 407 P 1 0:02:35 0,02,35 Om,35

Group Trial Pallid Count 3

S"m 4
Mean- 0:04:06

Minimum 0:00:30
Maximum 0,Q2,35

All Pallid
Count 8
Sum 10

Mean- om"o
Minimum 0,00,12

Maximum 0:43:18

18
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J Table 7 (con't)

Group Shovclnosc Trials

Date
10126101

Fish
Cod,
419

Species
s

2103
2

Min
0:00:22

Max
0: 17:55

Group Trial Shovclnosc Count
Sum

Mean·
Minimum
Maximum

1
2

0,09,08
0,0o,22
0:17:55

J

J

J

J

J

J

• mean times are calculated using all records

19
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J

...,J Figure 2. Temperature [C] during single fish pallid and shovelnose sturgeon trials, fall 2001.
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Figure 3. Temperature [C] during group pallid and shovelnose sturgeon trials, fall 2001.
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Figure 4. Temperature and percentage dissolved oxygen at the start and end of pallid
and shovelnose sturgeon trials.
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Figure 5. Velocity vectors for the straight channel section of the experimental nume for pallid
and shovelnose sturgeon tests, fall 2001.
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Figure 7. Velocity vectors in the baffle zone at 10 em above the bottom baffles of the experimental
flume for pallid and shovelnose sturgeon trials, fall 200 1.
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Figure 9. Body lengths per second for the best record of each pallid and shovelknose

sturgeon swimming from antenna 1 to 2 (laminar nows) and from transect A to C
(harned flow) in the 'video zone'.
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Movement offish passing through the "video zone" as shown by the frequency of

occurance offish passing across transects A-B (downstream ofbaffie sIal) and
transect C (baffle slot). Probability of occurancc is above each bar, n :0 lotal number

ofobservations ofall fish and all trips. Position I is on outside wall, position 6 and 11
arc on inside walL
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Figure 10. Eight movement routes through the baffle slot as shown by a typical fish (numbered).
Total number of fish trips with each route (n) shown inside figure.
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Warm Water Fish Passage References
(not an exhaustive list)

Attracting pallid sturgeon to the fishwav

u.s. Bureau of Reclamation. 2001. Current operation of the Lower Yellowstone
project at Intake, Montana. Draft biological assessment. Montana Area Office,
Billings.

typically found in areas with velocity breaks from linear news such as areas
with "sand dune" substrate, downstream island tips, or on or near the bottom
of the channellhat allow them 10 use their body shape & morphology to its
full advantage
move upstream during periods of high flow when passage over the low-head
diversions may be easiest. Therefore, the coarse. rocky substrate & turbulent
flows are the likely impediments

u.s. Army Corps of Engineers. /996. Feasibility ofestablishing upstream
fish passage at Gavins Point dam. Omaha District preliminary report,
Omaha.

the entrance of the fish way needs to be located where flows will attract the
fish without excessive velocities that would force the fish away
the water surface elevation at the entrance must be within a narrow range for
the fishway to retain optimum effectiveness
once the fish have progressed to the lake pool, measures should be in place at
the exit to keep them moving away from the fishwav so that they aren't swept
back to the tail water
elevators often use low barrier dams. to direct the fish into the concentration
pools; such barrier dams also could be effective for standard (non
mechanical) fishways
weir & orifice design facilitates the upstream movement of fish that prefer to
move along the boltom, rather than leaping over obstacles

Clay, c.H. /995. Design affishways and other fish facilities. Lewis
Publishers, Boca Raton. pp. 57-/27.

the entrance to a fishway should be as close as possible to the point or line to
which the migrating fish penetrate farthest upstream at an obstruction



reasons for attraction/auxiliary water: I) to extend the area of intensity of
velocity of outflow from the fish entrances to attract more fish 2) to provide
velocities in fish transportation channels of sufficient magnitude 10 encourage
the migrating fish to keep moving in the required direction
attraction water should not be highly aerated or turbulent

u.s. Army Corps ofEngineers. /99/. Fisheries handbook ofengineering
requirements and biological criteria. Fish passage development and
evaluation program. North Pacific Division, Port/and. pp. 6./-6.9, 26./,
33.1- 34.41.

upstream migrants will seek the farthest upstream point; as a general rule, this
results in guidance & indicates a good location for entrances
blind corners, particularly with 90 degree angles, should be avoided as fish
tend 10 accumulate at such points & may jump, with subsequent injury
as swimming ability is a function of length, ambient temperature & oxygen
level, such factors musl be measured & the guidance velocities used must be
within the allowable parameters
cruising speeds (a speed that can be maintained for hours) generally are
attractive, & the upper limits of darting speeds (sprinUburst speeds). a barrier
sturgeon have not been passed successfully in pool type fishways, but lock
passage is possible (no citation)
large fish (over 20 Ibs) may hesitate to use shallow over-flows
fishway exits (both ends 10 accommodate both upstream & downstream
movement) are customarily placed well above any possible drawdown effect,
or away from strong currents; a slight positive downstream current for
leading is advantageous
adults frequently seek higher velocities at obstructions, which may be utiJized
to auract them to fishway entrances
in the design of upstream facilities, velocities must be kept well below the
darting speeds for general passage
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Pallid Sturgeon (Scaphirhvnchus albus) Information

u.s. Bureau ofReclamation. 2001. Current operation of the Lower
Yellowstone project at Intake, MOlltana. Draft biological assessment.
Montana Area Office, Billings.

Migration:
move up & down the lower Yellowstone River both daily & seasonally
can move as much as 13 mjles a day at a rate as fast as 6mph
home range greatest during spring & could be as large as 198 miles
discharge & pholoperiod might be environmental cues for liming of migration & other
movements; move oul of lower Missouri River in early spring during increased photoperiod
& relatively [ow discharge. They enter & move into the lower Yellowstone River as
photoperiod & discharge of the Yellowstone is increasing
reside & possibly spawn in lower Yellowstone River during limes of relatively high discharge
as photoperiod & discharge decrease in late summer, they move back into the Missouri River
potential innuencc of water tcmperature & turbidity on movcments are not known

Reproduction:
low reproductive success throughout its range
nonguarders & are open water/substratum egg scatterers with an adhesive egg.
This requires eggs to be scattered over an appropriate substrate that would
allow the egg to adhere to & remain in the appropriate habitat
eggs hatch from 3-8 days later & the sack fry are carried downstream by the
current into suitable rearing habitat
the further upstream they spawn, the longer the drifting larval fish have to
develop & select habitat before they drift into impounded waters without
riverine conditions. This suggests that the ability to move upstream may be
critical to the development & survival of larval & immature fish & the entire
species
in culture conditions, it was observed that the larvae are poor swimmers that
swim up the water column until exhaustion, then settle out & drift, then
repeat. This study indicated that the minimum drift distance needed for pallid
larvae to develop is about 55-89 kilometers (34-55 miles)

Morphology & Navigation:
morphologically adapted to live in swift water on the bottom of large, turbid,
free-flowing rivers
are not as capable of navigating turbulent waters & are not as strong as
swimmers as satmonicts or suckers
typically found in areas with velocity breaks from linear flows such as areas
with "sand dune" substrate, downstream island tips, or on or near the boltom
of the channel that allow them to use their body shape & morphology to its
full advantage



move upstream during periods of hjgh flow when passage over the low-head
diversions may be easiest. Therefore, the coarse, rocky substrate & turbulent
flows are the likely impediments
passage of the dam has been made morc difficult with the displacement of the
rocks & periodic addition of new riprap

u.s. Army Corps of Engineers. /996. Feasibility ofestablishing upstream
fish passage at Cavins Point dam. Omaha District preliminary report,
Omaha.

show a probable size range of 15-45 pounds
a highly mobile species with a strong seasonalllligration urge
migrations of 50-100 miles are typical, in the absence of major obstructions
the entrance of the fishway needs to be located where flows will attract the
fish without excessive velocities thaI would force the fish away
the water surface elevation at the entrance must be within a narrow range for
the fishway to retain optimum effectiveness
once the fish have progressed 10 the lake pool, measures should be in place at
the exit to keep them moving away from the fishway so that they aren't swept
back to the tailwater
elevators often use low barrier dams, to direct the fish into the concentration
pools; such barrier dams also could be effectjve for standard (non
mechanical) fish ways
weir & orifice design facilitates the upstream movement of fish that prefer to
move along the bottom, rather than leaping over obstacles

Bramblett, R.C. /996. Habitats and movements ofpallid and shove/nose
sturgeon in the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers, Montana and North
Dakota. Doctorate thesis. Montana State University, Bozeman.

habitat mostly limited to turbid waters
not described until 1905 (by Forbes & Richardson)
decline anributed to massive habitat alterations; 51 % of the total range has
been channelized for barge navigation & 28% has been impounded; the
remaining 21 % is below dams, & therefore has alt.ered t.emp., flow, &
sediment dynamics
reduction in habital diversity & quantity may effectively remove habital
related reproductive isolating mechanisms, thereby leading to hybridization
between pallid & shovel nose sturgeon
bioaccumulates pollution because of long life span & diet of ot.her fishes &
insects
require large, turbid riverine habitat with a firm sandy or gravelly substrate
movement was greater at night & was positively correlated with water
temperatures & discharge (in Lake Sharpe)
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aging of sturgeon is based on pectoral fin annuli
adult shovelnose sturgeon appear to be of limited utility as an adult pallid
sturgeon surrogate because of the differences in habitat use & movements
between the 2 species
pallid & shovelnose sturgeon used bottom current velocities ranging from 0
1.37 mls (0-4.5 ftls). & 0.02-1.51 mis, respectively (see attached table I)

Odeh, M. 1999. Innovations inftsh passage technology. American
Fisheries Society, Bethesda. pp. 173-195.

4 important steps in developing fishways: I) identifying the species & life
stages (& sizes) that are migrating 2) testing these fish in an experimental
fishway 3) designing & building the lIshway 4) quantitatively assessing the
fishway (see page 191)
al least 2 native species (perch) could ascend the vertical-slot fishway if water
velocities were less than typical velocities for salmonid designs
for 3 species (perch & herring), there were some low-velocity trials where less
than 100% of fish negotiated the fishway baffle even though 100% had
negotiated a higher velocity
one measure of the effectiveness of a fishway is the relative density of fish in
the river immediately downstream, compared to the number of fish passing
through the fishway
the fish way needs to be able to pass at least 95% of the size range of each
migratory life stage of each species
to accurately assess the performance of a fishway it would seem essential to
have quantitative measures of the migratory fish community as it approaches,
enters, & ascends the fishway
assessment is an essential component of developing fish ways for migratory
species where there is little knowledge of the behavior of these fishes in
fishways
if fish were handled in any way, Lhey stopped migrating upstream & some
moved back downstream
an experimental fishway or baffle is particularly useful to initially determine
whether the design suits the behavior of the fish
the velocity criteria of a fishway should not be solely a function of the
SwilTU11ing ability of fish; diel movement patterns, ascent lime, & the length
of the fishway should also be considered
avoiding tunnels when developing fishways for nonsalmonid fishes would
appear to be an appropriate cautious measure (Denil design)



Clay, c.H. 1995. Design offishways and other fish facilities. Lewis
Publishers, Boca Raton. pp.57-127.

the entrance to a fishway should be as close as possible to the point or line to
which the migrating fish penetrate farthest upstream at an obstruction
2 reasons for attraction water (auxiliary water): I) to extend the area of
intensity of velocity of outflow from the fish entrances to attract more fish 2)
(a provide velocities in fish transportation channels of sufficient magnitude to
encourage the migrating fish to keep moving in the required direction
attraction water should not be highly aerated or turbulent
a low pressure system can supply auxiliary water (a the fishway, but no air
should be permitted to entcr the system; this auxiJiary water system might
also need to be screened to prevent injury 10 smaJl downstream migrant fish

u.s. Army Corps ofEngineers. 1991. Fisheries handbook ofengineering
requiremellls and biological criteria. Fish passage develop/nent and
evaluation program. North Pacific Division, Portland.

upstream migrants will seek the farthest upstream point; as a general rule, this
results in guidance & indicates a good location for entrances
blind corners, particularly with 90 degree angles, should be avoided as fish
tend to accumulate at such points & may jump, with subsequent injury
as swimming ability is a function of length, ambient temperature & oxygen
level, such factors must be measured & the guidance velocities used must be
within the allowable parameters
cruising speeds (a speed that can be maintained for hours) generally are
attractive, & the upper limits of darting speeds (sprintlburst speeds), a barrier
sturgeon have not been passed successfully in pool type fish ways, but lock
passage is possible
large fish (over 20 lbs) may hesitate to use shallow over~f1ows

fishway exits are cllstomarily placcd well above any possible drawdown
effect, or away from strong currents; a slight positive downstream current for
leading is advantageous
Adults frequcntly seek higher velocities at obstructions, which may be utilized
to attract them to fishway entrances
In the design of upstream facilities, velocities must be kept weU below the
darting speeds for general passage
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Tunink, D.H. 1977. The swimming peiformance offishes endemic 10 the
middle Missouri River. Masters thesis. The University ofSowh Dakota.
pp. 5-7, 43.

critical velocity = the highest current velocity at which fish can maintain their
position in the current for a 10 minute interval
the spring or burst speed is the highest activity level & is usually maintained
for < 15 seconds (see attached table 1)
the prolonged or steady swimming speed is an activity level maintained
between 200 minutes & 15 seconds (see attached table I)
the cruising or sustained speed level includes aJllocomotor activities
maintained for longer than 200 minutes (see attached table 1)
Jones et al. (1974) reported thaI prolonged swimming speeds, which include
critical velocity estimates, averaged 25-67% higher lhan sustained speeds &
were 20-30% of maximum burst speeds (see attached table I)

Dryer, M.P., alld A.i. Sandvol. 1993. Pallid sturgeon recovery plan. U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service, Denver. pg. 7.

Studies on microhabitat selection of pallid sturgeon in Montana found that
they are most frequently associated with water velocity ranging from 40 to 90
eps (J.3 10 2.9 [lisee) (see a\laehed 'able I)

Helfrich, L.A., C. Liston, S. Hiebert, M. Albers, and K. Frazer. 1999.
Influence of low-head diversion dams oafish passage, commu.nity
composition, and abu.ndance in the Yellowstone River, Montana. Rivers 7
(I): 21-32.

migrating fish may use a natural channel on the south side of the river during
high water events
certain species, including shovelnose sturgeon were collected only
downstream al Cartersville & Intake dams
fish size was unrelated to passage
no pallid sturgeon were caught during this study
results indicale that Huntley, Cartersville, & Intake dams did not represent
complete barriers 10 the passage of certain fish species, especialJy at high
flows in wet years
fish passage either over the dams or in tbe natural bypass channels wall
feasible, expeciaJly for strong-swimming species during high flows
from September to March of each year the natural bypass channels were dry
& impassable
shovel nose sturgeon were not collected at Huntley Dam, were rare upstream
of Cartersville Dam, but were common at Intake Dam; their upstream



distribution may be restricted by the combined impacts of the diverison dams,
especially during low-warer (drought) years
alternative passages to (natural or artificial) that extend fish passage to periods
beyond high flows may greatly benefit fish populations during times when
adults migrate upstream to spawning habitats & juveniles move to nursery
areas & ovelwintcring habitats
swimming ability may be related to fish passage, because strong swimming
species (10) exhibited dam passage in this study, whereas 27 other species did
not
dams create good habitat for predators
alternatives for fish passage mjtigation at low-head dams include: I) adding
artificial riffles, although the efficacy of these on native fishes is unknown; 2)
including conventional fish ladders, elevators, or locks, although these may
prove to be inefricient for nonsalmonids; & 3) completing dam removal,
although downstream sedimentation & other issues are concerns

McLeod, A.M., and P. Nemenyi. 1939-1940. An investigation offishways.
Iowa Institution ofHydraulic Research. pgs. 5

The study of fishways from the point of view of the effort required of the fish may be
approached by 2 methods:

First, gather empiricaJ data at actual fishways with satisfactory entrance
conditions, as to the passage of the fish; the % of fish failing to pass; & the
apparent effort of those which complete the passage
The 21ld approach consists of 3 phases - a) a study of the hydraulic properties
of various fishways by measurements & observations on small models as well
as on full-scale fishways with application of the general laws of fluid
mechanics; b) a study of the relation of fish effort to the propel1ies of the
flow; and c) determination of the limit of effort of which each different
species is normally capable
If the size of the cross section of a fishway is increased, other conditions
remaining the same, the velocity would increase & the fish way would become
more difficult to pass. Bya proper reduction of the slope, the increase in size
can be compensated.
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Additional Useful Literature

Bunt, CM. 1999. Fishways for warmwarer species: Utilization pauems. altraction
efficiency. passage efficiency, and relative physical output. PhD Dissertation, University
of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. (also see http://www.biotactic.comlnewpagel.hlnl)

Colt, J. and RJ. While, editors. 1991. Fisheries Bioengineering Symposium. American
Fisheries Society Symposium 10.

Bruch, R. and M. Endris. 1989. Use of Eureka fishway, Fox. River, WI by warmwater
fish populations. Spring 1989 Wisconsin 0 R Report.

hnp:/Iwww.fisheries.orgIMeelin2s1Recenl AFS Annual Mtgslannual98/programlmonda
yI2.hlm#5
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Purpose of Appendix

The purpose of the appendix is to supplement data presented in the main report .
General modeling procedures and assumptions not found in the main report will
be presented as well as output from the model itself. Data from the existing
conditions, riprap fish ladder, grouted riprap fish ladder, and the collapsible gate
alternatives will be presented in this appendix. The results from the modeling 01a
all of the alternatives are on file with the Omaha District Corps of Engineers.

Project Data

The project data received from the Bureau for the study included the HEC-RAS
model used in the report entitled, "Intake Diversion Dam, Yellowstone River,
Montana, Fish Protection and Passage Concept Study Report" dated January
2000 (Bureau of Reclamation, 2000). The HEC-RAS model did match the runs
used in the Bureau of Reclamation's 2000 report and was accepted as reflecting
existing conditions. The HEC-RAS data modeled the existing dam, which
extends about 700 feet across the Yellowstone River channel. The dam rises
approximately 8 to 10 feet above the channel bed. The crest of the dam varies
from elevation 1989 at the left (north) channel bank (looking downstream) to
elevation 1987 at the right (south) channel bank. The dam extends about 135
feet longitudinally along the channel and consists of a 1 vertical on 2 horizontal
(1:2) upstream slope, a 15-foot wide crest, and a 100-foot long 1:10 downstream
slope. No additional survey data was obtained or used in this analysis.

Various alternatives were examined using the HEC-RAS model. Use of the 3.0
version of HEC-RAS allowed the use of the flow optimization procedure at reach
or stream junctions. This was used for the existing conditions model to
determine the gate openings required in the diversion dam structure while
maintaining the diversion flows in the Bureau model.

In order to further utilize the flow optimization for HEC-RAS, all the alternatives
modeled were developed as separate stream or flow reaches to allow the model
to use the Yellowstone River elevations to determine the flow in the alternative as
well as the downstream water surface elevation.

The flows used in the Bureau's HEC-RAS model, were also used when modeling
all alternatives. The flows ranged from 5,000 cis to 38,800 cis, providing for a
wide range of flow conditions on the Yellowstone River.

Appendix D



Model Layout

Examples of the model layout for existing conditions is shown in Figure 1. The
results of the flow optimization are shown in the Table 1 and were copied directly
from the HEC-RAS program. The gate openings were set as shown in Table 2 to
achieve the required discharges in the irrigation canal.
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Figure I Model Layout for Existing Conditions
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Table I Flow Optimization Results
Existing Conditions

RAS Plan: rpl flow Reach River Stu W.S. Elev E.G. Elcv QTotal
disRiver

(f,) (Ii) (cfs)
Yellowstone Above Dam 6.75 1990.22 1990.23 5000.00
Yellowstone Above Dam 6.75 1992.33 1992.40 15000.00
Yellowstone Above Dam 6.75 1994.53 1994.73 29500.00
Yellowstone Above Dam 6.75 1995.69 1995.97 38800.00

Junction: Dam

Yellowstone Below Dam 6.6 1990.21 1990.22 3830.82
Yellowstone Below Dam 6.6 1992.32 1992.39 13588.41
Yellowstone Below Dam 6.6 1994.53 1994.71 28099.16
Yellowstone Below Dam 6.6 1995.68 1995.94 37398.1 [

Imake Canal Upper reach 110 1990.17 1990.20 J [69.18
Imake Canal Upper reach 110 1992.35 [992.38 1411.59
Intake Canal Upper reach 110 1994.67 1994.69 1400.84
Intake Canal Upper reach 110 1995.94 1995.96 1401.89

These results represented existing conditions. To obtain these flows the
following gate openings were used:

Table 2
Gate ODeninl!s for Existinl! Conditions

Yellowstone Number of Gates Gate Opening
River Discharqe Opened In feet

5,000 cfs 11 5.0
15,000 cfs 11 3.3
29,500 cfs 11 1.7
38,800 cfs 11 1.6

Riprap Fish Ladder with Boulder Weirs

The riprap fish ladder was also modeled. As explained in the main report it is
very similar to the Bureau of Reclamations plan presented in their January 2000
report, except the slope was increased. A schematic of the model layout is
shown in Figure 2. The results of the flow optimization are show in Table 3. A
typical ladder section is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2 Model Layout of Riprap Fish Ladder Model

Table 3 Flow Optimization Results
Riprap Fish Ladder Conditions

RAS Plan: BOR River Stn W.S. Elcv E.G. Elev QTotal
PassageRcach

(n) (n) (ds)
Above Dam 6.75 1990.15 1990.16 5000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1992.21 1992.29 15000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1994.36 1994.56 29500.00
Above Dam 6.75 1995.48 1995.77 38800.00

Junction: Dam

dam 6.6 1990.15 1990.16 3622.28
dam 6.6 1992.22 1992.28 13020.23
dam 6.6 1994.37 1994.53 26894.02
dam 6.6 1995.49 1995.73 35755.63

Upper reach 110 1990.14 1990.17 1161.39
Upper reach 110 1992.25 1992.27 1399.74
Upper reach 110 1994.52 1994.54 1405.76
Upper reach 110 1995.71 1995.73 1404.50

baffler 199 1989.29 1990.17 216.33
barncf 199 1990.94 1992.28 580.03
bafflef 199 199272 1994.53 1200.23
barnef 199 1993.67 1995.73 1639.87
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Table 3 Row Optimization Results
Riprap Fish Ladder Conditions

RAS Plan: BOR River Sta W.S. Elcv E.G. Elev QTolal
PassageReach

(ft) (rt) (efs)

darn 6.25 1984.48 1984.50 3622.28
dam 6.25 1988.08 1988.17 13020.23
dam 6.25 1991.11 [991.30 26894.02
dam 6.25 1992.68 1992.92 35755.63

barner 1985.31 1986.17 216.33
barnef 1987.51 1988.40 580.03
barner 1990.75 1991.42 1200.23
bamef 1992.34 1993.03 1639.87

Junction: ds baflle

below dam 6 1984.48 1984.49 3838.61
below dam 6 1988.09 1988.15 [3600.26
below dam 6 1991.12 1991.26 28094.24
below dam 6 1992.69 1992.87 37395.50

Yellowstone split flows with fish ails.
Bacon Creek 1OO-Year Water Surface Profiles
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Figure 3 Typical Section from Riprap Fish Ladder Model
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Grouted Riprap Fish Ladder

The grouted riprap fish ladder was also modeled. As explained in the main
report, during the development of initial concepts, two factors were analyzed to
maintain low average velocities. These two factors were the upstream channel
area and the slope of the channel itself. These factors were calculated by normal
depth in the initial concept phase. A trade-off between the elevation of the
upstream inlet and the slope forced the altemative to have a long length in order
to keep the average velocity in the acceptable range. A larger upstream area
would allow more water to enter the alternative and increase velocities. A higher
upstream inlet elevation would restrict the amount of inflowing water but would
increase average velocities by increasing the slope of the channel. Later the
alterative were modeled using HEC-RAS but the lengths were not changed. In
addition, features such as boulder weirs, baffles, and depression were not
incorporated in the model since they cannot be adequately modeled using a one
dimensional model. A schematic of the model layout is shown in Figure 4. The
results of the flow optimization are show in Table 4. A typical ladder section is
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4 Model Layout of Grouted Riprap Hsh L....dder Model
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Table 4 Flow Optimization Results
~ Grouted Riprap Fish Ladder Conditions

RAS Plan: River Sia W.S. E.G. QTolal- trapus91.4Reach Blcv Elev
~ (ft) (ft) (ds)

bafne-darn 6.75 1989.86 1989.87 3709.52
oJ baffle-dam 6.75 1991.961992.04 14548.41

~
baffle-dam 6.75 1994.14 1994.34 28759.68
barne-dam 6.75 1995.301995.5938288.71

oJ

- Junction: Dam

~ Dam reach 6.6 1989.861989.86 2623.44

..-'
Dam reach 6.6 1991.97 1992.02 11326.80
Dam reach 6.6 1994.161994.31 24547.11

~ Dam reach 6.6 1995.33 1995.55 33070.31

oJ
Upper reach 110 1989.83 1989.86 1086.08

oJ Upper reach 110 1991.99 1992.02 1421.60
Upper reach 110 1994.28 1994.30 1412.57

J Upper reach 110 1995.53 1995.55 14[8.40

~

~ Above Dam 8 1989.86 1989.88 500000

~
Above Dam 8 1992.02 1992.12 15000.00
Above Dam 8 1994.29 1994.52 29500.00

~ Above Dam 8 1995.50 1995.82 38800.00

~

Junction: us bafne
oJ

banle-dam 7 1989.86 1989.87 3709.52
'-" banle-dam 7 1991.97 1992.05 14548.41

~ banle-dam 7 1994.18 1994.:n 28759.68
bafne-dam 7 1995.35 1995.63 38288.71

~

~
Hook 599 1989.52 1989.88 1290.48
Hook 599 1991.461992.04 2251.59

~ Hook 599 1993.54 1994.39 3540.32

oJ Hook 599 1994.65 1995.65 4311.28

J
Dam reach 6 1984.47 1984.47 2623.44

~

Dam reach 1988.03 1988.07 11326.806
~ Dam reach 6 1991.01 1991.1224547.11

...I
Dam reach 6 1992.55 1992.7033070.31

-' Hook 1985.761987.38 1290.48
Hook 1987.34 1989.40 2251.59

oJ Hook 1988.82 1991.47 3540.32

-' Hook 1990.57 1992.77 431 1.28

~ Junction: ds hook

oJ
Below dam 5 1983.94 1984.30 3913.92

~ Below darn 5 1987.49 1987.71 13578.40
Below dam 5 1990.35 1990.64 28087.44-

~
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Table 4 Row Optimization Resuhs
Grouted Riprap Fish Ladder Conditions
RA$ Plan: River Sta W.S. E.G. Q TOlal

trapus91.4Reach Elev Elev
<rl) (ft) (ef.)

Below dam 5 1991.861992.2037381.60

Yellowstone split flows with fish ails.
Bacon Creek lOO-Year Water Surface Profiles
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Figure 5 Typical Sfi:tion from Riprap Fish Ladder Model

Collapsible Gates

The collapsible gate alternatvie was also modeled. The gates were modeled
using two methods. The first mefhod was to use the existing HEC-RAS model
where the dam was modeled as an inline weir (The Bureau's model used the
inline weir option). HEC-RAS would use the weir equation but would account for
submergence from the downstream tailwaler. The weir crest was edited for the
various gate opening to reflect the lowering of the gates. This model was used to
set the flow distribution, etc. To calculate velocities, the inline weir was
converted to an embankment (inHne weir removed). Initial comparison of the
results showed they were not the same, but similar. This procedure was the
selected to provide an indication of velocities in the "gate opening". A schematic
of the model layout using the inline weir is shown in Figure 6. The results of the
flow optimization and intake canal gate openings for various collapsible gate
openings are show in Tables 5, 6, 7, B, 9,10, 11, and 12. A typical section
showing several gate openings are shown in Figures 7, B, 9, and 10.

r
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Figure 6 Model L:lyout for Collapsible Gates using Inline Weir

Table 5 Flow Optimization Results
Collapsible Gales with One Gale Fully Lowered

RAS Plan: I inlinc River Sta W.S. Elev E.G. Elev QTotal
rgReach

(ft) (ft) (cfs)
Above Dam 6.75 1990.12 1990.13 5000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1992.34 1992.42 15000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1994.58 1994.77 29500.00
Above Dam 6.75 1995.76 1996.03 38800.00

Junction: Dam

Below Dam 6.6 1990.12 1990.12 3849.42
Below Dam 6.6 1992.34 1992.40 13595.73
Below Dam 6.6 1994.57 1994.75 28094.31
Below Dam 6.6 1995.75 1996.00 37396.35

Upper reach 110 1990.09 1990.13 1150.59
Upper reach 110 1992.38 1992.40 1404.27
Upper reach 110 1994.74 1994.76 1405.69
Upper reach 110 1995.97 1995.98 1403.65

These results represented the flow discharges for collapsible gate conditions with
one gate lowered using the inline weir model. To obtain these flows the following
gate openings were used:

...J
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Table 6
Gate Openings for Gate Openings for Collapsible Gates with

One Gate Fullv Lowered
Yellowstone Number of Gates Gate Opening

River Discharoe Ooened In feet
5,000 cfs 11 5.0
15,000 cfs 11 3.2
29,500 cfs 11 1.7
38,800 cfs 11 1.6

r
r
r

Yellowstone split flows with fish alts.
Bacon Creek 100-Year Water Surface Profiles
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Figure 7 Cross Section at the Inline Weir for Collapsible Gates with One Gate Fully Lowered

r

r
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r

Table 7 Flow Optimization Results
Collapsible Gates with Three Gate Fully Lowered

RAS Plan: 3 River Sia W.$. Elev E.G. Elcv Q Total
inline rgReaell

(ft)
Above Dam 6.75 1988.84
Above Dam 6.75 1991.58
Above Dam 6.75 1993.91
Above Dam 6.75 1995.13

Junction: Dam

Below Dam 6.6 1988.84
Below Dam 6.6 1991.58

(ft) (cfs)
1988.86 5000.00
1991.67 15000.00
1994.1329500.00
1995.43 38800.00

1988.85 4156.73
1991.65 13595.92

r
r
r

r
r
r
r
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Table 7 Flow Optimization Results
Collapsible Gales with Three Gate Fully Lowered

RA$ Plan: 3 River Sta W.$. Elcv E.G. Elcv Q Tolal
inline rgRcach

(ft) (ft) (ds)
Below Darn 6.6 1993.91 1994.11 28093.15
Below Dam 6.6 1995.12 1995.4037390.04

Upper reach 110 1988.82 1988.84 843.27
Upper reach 110 1991.60 1991.63 1404.08
Upper reach 110 1994.10 1994.12 1406.85
Upper reach 110 1995.40 1995.42 1409.96

These results represented the flow discharges for collapsible gate conditions with
three gates lowered using the inline weir modeL To obtain these flows the
following gate openings were used:

Table 8
Gate Openings for Gate Openings for Collapsible Gates with

Three Gate Fullv Lowered
Yellowstone Number of Gates Gate Opening

River Discharge Opened In feet
5,000 cfs 11 5.0
15,000 cfs 11 4.6
29,500 cfs 11 1.76
38,800 cfs 11 1.65

Yellowstone split flows with fish alts.
Bacon Creek 100-Year Water Surface Profiles
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Figure 8 Cross Section at the Juline Weir for Collapsible Gates with Three Gates Fully Lowered
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Table 9 Row Optimizalion Results
Collapsible Gates with Five Gale Fully Lowered

RAS Plan: 5 inline rgReaeh River Sla W.S. Elcv E.G. Elev QTotal
(rt) (ft) (cfs)

Above Dam 6.75 1987.07 1987.11 5000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1990.95 1991.05 15000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1993.36 1993.60 29500.00
Above Dam 6.75 1994.60 1994.93 38800.00

Junction: D,m

Below Dam 6.6 1987.07 1987.10 4519.22
Below Dam 6.6 1990.94 1991.03 13677.08
Below Dam 6.6 1993.35 1993.57 28095.73
Below Dam 6.6 1994.59 1994.89 37393.02

Upper reach 110 1987.10 1987.11 480.78
Upper reach 110 1991.00 1991.04 1322.93
Upper reach 110 1993.55 1993.57 1404.27
Upper reach 110 1994.87 1994.89 1406.98

These results represented the flow discharges for collapsible gate conditions with
five gates lowered using the inline weir model. To obtain these flows the
following gate openings were used:

Tabte 10
Gate Openings for Collapsible Gates with

Five Gate Fully Lowered
Yellowstone Number of Gates Gate Opening

River Oischarae ODened tn feet
5,000 cfs 11 5.0
15,000 cfs 11 5.0
29,500 cfs 11 1.92
38,800 cfs 11 1.69
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Yellowstone split flows with fish alts.
Bacon Creek 10Q-Year Water Surface Profiles
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Figure 9 Cross Section at the Inline Weir for Collapsible Gates with Five Gates Fully L.owered

Table 11 Flow Optimization Results
Collapsible Gates with Ten Gatc Fully Lowered

RAS Plan: 10 inline rgReneh River Sin W.S. E1cv EG. Etev QTotal
(ft) (ft) (ds)

Above Dam 6.75 1985.40 1985.48 5000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1989.34 1989.5015000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1992.08 1992.3929500.00
Above Dam 6.75 1993.49 1993.9038800.00

Junction: Dam

Below Dam 6.6 1985.37 1985.45 4955.10
Below Dam 6.6 1989.33 1989.4714015.64
Below Dam 6.6 1992.07 1992.3528094.16
Below Dam 6.6 1993.47 1993.8537398.58

Upper reach 110 1985.43 1985.43 44.90
Upper reach 110 1989.42 1989.45 984.36
Upper reach 110 1992.32 1992.35 1405.84
Upper reach 110 1993.83 1993.85 1401.42

These results represented the flow discharges for collapsible gate conditions with
ten gates lowered using the inline weir model. To obtain these flows the
following gate openings were used:
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Table 12
Gate Openings for Collapsible Gates with

Ten Gate Fullv Lowered
Yellowstone Number of Gates Gate Opening

River Discharae Ooened In feet
5,000 cfs 11 5.0
15,000 cfs 11 5.0
29,500 cfs 11 3.3
38,800 cfs 11 1.78

Yellowstone split flows with fish alts.
Bacon Creek lOO-Year Water Surface Profiles
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ICigurc 10 Cross Section at the Inline Weir for Collapsible Gates with Tell Gates Fully Lowered

A schematic of the collapsible model layout without the inline weir (the dam and
gates were modeled as an embankment) is shown in Figure 11. The results of
the flow optimization for various gate openings are show in Tables 13, 14, 15, 16,
17,18,19, and 20. A typical section showing several gate openings are shown
in Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15.
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Figure II Model Layout for Collapsible Gates modded 3S an Embankment

Table I:") Flow Optimization Results
Collapsible Gales with One Gate Fully Lowered

Gates/Dam modeled as an Embankment
RAS Plan: I River Sta W.S. Elev E.G. Elcv Q Total

oberReach
(ft) (1'1) (cfs)

Above Dam 6.75 1990.39 1990.40 5000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1992.32 1992.40 15000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1994.32 1994.52 29500.00
Above Dam 6.75 1995.42 1995.71 38800.00

Junction: Dam

Below Dam 6.6 1990.38 1990.39 3789.79
Below Darn 6.6 1992.32 1992.38 13599.38
Below Dam 6.6 1994.31 1994.50 28114.64
Below Dam 6.6 1995.41 1995.67 37416.57

Upper reach 110 1990.35 1990.39 1210.21
Upper reach 110 1992.36 1992.38 1400.62
Upper reach 110 1994.46 1994.48 1385.36
Upper reach 110 1995.65 1995.67 1383.43

These results represented the flow discharges for collapsible gate conditions with
one gate lowered using the embankment model. To obtain these flows the
following gate openings were used:
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Table 14
Gate Openings for Collapsible Gates with

One Gate Fnllv Lowered (Embankment Model)
Yellowstone Number of Gates Gate Opening

River Dischar'le Opened In feet
5,000 cfs 11 5.0
15,000 cfs 11 3.2
29,500 cfs 11 1.7
38,800 cIs 11 1.6

I~igurc 12 Cross Section at Embankment for Collapsible Gates with One Galc Fully Lowered
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Table 15 Flow Optimization Results
Collapsible Gales with Three Gatc Fully Lowered

Gales/Dam modeled as an Embankment
RAS Plan: 3 River Sia W.S. Elev E.G. Elev Q Total

oberRcach
(f\) (f\) (cfs)

Above Dam 6.75 [988.48 [988.50 5000.00
Above Dam 6.75 [991.80 1991.88 15000.00
Aoove Dam 6.75 1993.81 [994.03 29500.00
Above Dam 6.75 1994.91 [995.23 38800.00

Junction: Dam

Below Dam 6.6 1988.48 1988.49 4234.82
Below Dam 6.6 1991.79 1991.86 13543.80
Below Dam 6.6 1993.S! 1994.01 28102.03
Below Dam 6.6 1994.90 1995.19 37404.44

Upper reach 110 1988.46 1988.49 765.18
Upper reach 110 1991.84 1991.87 1456.20
Upper reach 110 1993.98 1994.00 1397.97
Upper reach 110 1995.19 1995.21 1395.56

These results represented the flow discharges for collapsible gate conditions with
three gates lowered using the embankment model. To obtain these flows the
following gate openings were used:

Table 16
Gate Openings for Collapsible Gates with

Three Gate Fullv Lowered (Embankment Model)
Yellowstone Number of Gates Gate Opening

River Discharge Opened In feet
5,000 cts 11 5.0
15,000 cts 11 4.6
29,500 cts 11 1.76
38,800 cts 11 1.65
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Figure 13 Cross St<'tion al Embankment for Collapsible Gates with Three Gate Fully L.owered

Table 17 Row Optimization Resulls
Collapsible Gates with Five Gate Fully Lowered

GateslDam modeled as an Embankment
RAS Plan: 5 River Sla \V.S. Elev E.G. Elev QTotal

oberReach
(n) (ft) (cfs)

Above Dam 6.75 1986.47 1986.52 5000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1992.70 1992.77 15000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1993.31 1993.55 29500.00
Above Dam 6.75 1994.38 1994.72 38800.00

Junction: Dam

Below Dam 6.6 1986.46 1986.50 4691.53
Below Dam 6.6 1992.70 1992.75 13313.55
Below Dam 6.6 1993.30 1993.5228108.87
Below Dam 6.6 1994.36 1994.6937407.44

Upper reach 110 1986.51 1986.52 308.47
Upper reach 110 1992.70 1992.73 1686.45
Upper reach 110 1993.48 1993.50 1391.13
Upper reach 110 1994.67 1994.69 1392.56

These results represented the flow discharges for collapsible gate conditions with
five gates lowered using the embankment model. To obtain these flows the
following gate openings were used:
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Table 18
Gate Openings for Collapsible Gates with

Five Gate Fullv Lowered (Embankment Model)
Yellowstone Number of Gates Gate Opening

River Discharae Opened In feet
5,000 cfs 11 5.0
15,000 cfs 11 5.0
29,500 cfs 11 1.92
38,800 cIs 11 1.69

Yellowstone split flows with fish ails.
Bacon Crellk tOO-Yea' Waler S~~aoo P'of~s

''''''

,m

""

"'"·000

Stalion (ft)

----,,--,
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Figure 14 Cross Section at Embankment for Collapsible Gates with Five Gatc Fully Lowered
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Table 19 Aow Optimization Results '\
Collapsible Gates with Ten Gate Fully Lowered '\

GatesIDam modeled as an Embankment
'"'RAS Plan: 10 River Sla W.S. Elcv E.G. Elcv QTotal

obcrReach r-,

(fl) (ft) (cfs)

"Above Dam 6.75 1985.38 1985.46 5000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1988.95 1989.13 15000.00
Above Dam 6.75 1991.99 1992.31 29500.00
Above Dam 6.75 1993.33 1993.74 38800.00 '\

Junction: D,m
'\

'\
Below Dam 6.6 1985.34 1985.42 4954.58
Below Dam 6.6 1988.93 1989.09 14099.43
Below Dam 6.6 1991.97 1992.26 28113.27
Below Dam 6.6 1993.29 1993.68 37415.34

Upper reach 110 1985.43 1985.43 45.42
Upper reach 110 1989.07 1989.09 900.57
Upper reach 110 1992.22 1992.25 1386.73
Upper reach 110 1993.66 1993.68 1384.66

These results represented the flow discharges for collapsible gate conditions with
ten gates lowered using the embankment model. To obtain these flows the
following gate openings were used:

Table 20
Gate Openings for Collapsible Gates with

Ten Gate Fully Lowered (Embankment Model)
Yellowstone Number of Gates Gate Opening

River Discharge Opened In feel
5,000 cis 11 5.0
15,000 cfs 11 5.0
29,500 cfs 11 3.3
38,800 cfs 11 1.78
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APPENDIX E

Construction Estimate Cost Details and Assumptions



Structural Assumptions

The concepts for the structures in Ihe draft Preliminary Fish Passage Alternatives were reviewed and found
adequate for Ihe 10% design stage. The concept drawings were revised 10 morc accurately reflect the
concepts and to improve readability. The original estimates for the concepts were reviewed by Cost Branch
and revised as appropriate. (Sec auached.) The estimate formal was modified to allow adjustment for
variations of the conliguralion shown.

In addition to a review of the original concepts, new concepts were developed for a grouted rip-rap fish
ladder and a collapsible darn. Drawings and estimates for these alternatives were added to the original
concepts.

The cost for the fish ladder structure may be reduced by making certain modifications, such as using a berm
instead of a concrete wall adjacent to the dam or by changing the structure's length. The slope should not
be increased, but it may be possible 10 truncate the ladder as long as sufficient depth is maintained over the
discharge end.

The estimate for the collapsible gate structure assumes only a limited amount of work for modification of
the streambed. If the collapsible gates are extcnded for the full width of the stream, it may be nccessary to
remove a significant amount of rocks both upstream and downstream of the dam in order to obtain the
necessary streambed profile. Extending the gates only partially across the river will minimize the amount
of streambed work and reduce the cost of the dam. The remainder of the width can be closed with a new
concrete spillway (as assumed in the estimate) or the existing rock dam can be rebuilt. If the existing rock
dam is rebuilt, consideration should be given to embedding a sheetpile or concrete wall within il to help
reduce displacement of the rocks by water and ice. This would also help maintain thc proper crest
elevation and reduce the transport of rock downstream of Ihe dam.

Using a partial width collapsible gate instead of full width would provide a deeper now of water through
the dam when the gates are lowered. This may be advantageous for boat and fish passage if the stream
velocity through the gates is not too great. (Since the gates would not necessarily be lowered during the
fish migration period, they would not serve as a substitute for the fish passage structures.) With either the
partial or full width collapsible gate alternatives, erosion of the dam would be reduced or eliminated.
However periodic maintenance would be required 10 remove rocks which could interfere with operation of
the gates.

The collapsible gate concept assumes that the existing sheet piles are in good condition and are in such a
location that they can be reused. Although the sheet piles are approximately 90 years old, they have nOl
been exposed to the atmosphere and therefore should still be serviceable. This would need to be verified
during the design. If they are nOI serviccable or are not in Ihe propcr location, the dam foundation would
need to bc resized or ncw piles driven as required 10 provide the neccssary stability. (Geotechnical Section
has indicated that the existing subgrade has characteristics that should prevent excessive seepage and
provide adequate bearing capacity to directly support the dam structure, therefore shcet piles may not be
required.)

The collapsible gate structure requires a building to house the compressor and controls for Ihe gatc
operators. The building should be of sccure construction to prevent unauthorized access and minimize
potcntial damage from vandalism. Power for the compressor and controls is assumed to be available in the
area. Remote monitoring of the gates would be possible with the addition of sensors and transmission
equipment.

The air bladders which operate the gates are of a reinforced high strength matcrial which is rcsistant to
abrasion as well as to deterioration by the elements and sunlight. The bladders can be damaged by
vandalism, however they can sustain several bullet-sized punctures without becoming unserviceable. The
bladders should have a service life of 20 years or more and should require minimal maintenance.
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cptiCfl Feasibility E.stilrates

.• oom Q/NER stMIAA'f - ErA'itJRE ••

01 1 M::bilizatioo
01 2 Diversioo of Water
01 3 StriW~

01 4 Foundation Excavation
01 5 Rock Excavation
01 6 Backfill Walls
01 7 Win;! walls
01 8 Wing Wall Footin;! Slab
01 10 FCUldatioo Slab
01 11 Hir.qe:i Weir
01 12 Ccrrpressor &rildi~

01 14 Restoration
01 16 Riprap, 0larIrwal
01 17 Riprap, Stread::a'lk
01 20 SUbsurface Investigation

'!UrAL MI l.erqth Hirq:d weir

02 ~i.al I.e~ Hi.rqed Weir

Thu 16 M3.y 2002
Eff. [5te 03/01/02

02 1 M::bilization
02 2 Diversioo of Water
02 3 Striwin;!
02 4 fumdation Excavation
02 5 Rock Excavation
02 6 Backfill Walls
02 7 Win;! Walls
02 8 Win::! Wall Footin;! Slab
02 10 FouIXlation Slab
02 11 Hin;jed weir
02 12 Cctrpressor &rilding
02 14 PEstoration
02 16 Riprap, ChanN:!1
02 17 Riprap, Str~nk
02 20 SUbsurface Investigatioo
02 22 Foundation Excavation
02 23 Rock Excavation
D2 24 lmJ fourxlatioo Slab
02 25 Coo::: tam

'!UrAL Partial I.en:Jth Hirqed weir

16,214 5,675 1,3.13 2,088 25,291
640,653 189,182 43,782 69,614 943,230

5.00 H:R 15,409 5,393 1,248 1,984 24,034 4806.89
2943.00 Cf 4,664 1,633 378 601 7,275 2.47
4867.00 Cf 19,857 6,950 1,608 2,557 30,973 6.36
2084.00 Ci 7,915 2,710 641 1,019 12,346 5.92

106.00 Cf. 42,441 14,854 3,438 5,466 66,200 624,53.
42.00 CY 24,690 8,641 2,000 3,180 38,511 916.92

2111.00 Cf 402,561 140,896 32,607 51,846 627,911 297.45
350.00 IF 832,588 291,406 67,440 107,229 1,298,6633710.46

1.00 FA 54,669 19,134 4,428 7,041 85,273 85273
7.00 H:R 38,306 13,407 3,103 4,933 59,749 8535.58

2613.00 TOO 125,232 43,83J 10,144 16,129 195,335 74.76
75.00 TOO 3,594 1,258 291 463 5,607 74.76
1.00 E1I 66,188 23,166 5,361 8,524 103,240 103240

3513.00 IT 5,568 1,949 451 117 8,685 2.47
4867.00 Cf 19,857 6,950 1,608 2,557 30,973 6.36
2823.00 r:t ~,630 229,121 53,025 84,310 1,021,086 361.70
2311.00 Cf 501,427 175,499 40,616 64,579 782,12J 338.43

------- -------- ------- -------- -----~-

350.00 IF 3,476,4651,181,716 273,483 434,838 5,366,501 15333

03 full I.erqth Qlncrete tam

03 1 M::bilization
03 2 Diversion of Water

[).OCR ID: Cr0610 WJIP ID: MU:l59

16,214 5,675 1,313 2,088 25,291
941,424 272,277 63,013 100,190 1,376,903.



I....- Thu 16 M3y 2002 Tri-service Alltarated Cost E'1lgineerID:j Systan (1R!ICESl Tll1: 14: 39: 22

U Eft. C13te 03/01/02 PPl::lJEl:l' RV0610: ~ RI\IER DI\IEflSICtl (W'1 - Glerdive, MI'
C\Jtioo Feasibility r.stiIrates SIMORY PN>: 3

U •• oom:T~ SlM1l\RY - ITA'IURE ••

U --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
) Wl'ffl ""

a:tllR'Cr <XNrllQl E&D S&A 1UI'A1 am UNIT
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

03 3 Striwin:l 5.00 ~ 15,409 5,393 1,248 1,984 24,034 4806.89
03 6 Backfill Walls 2084.00 a 7,915 2,170 641 1,019 12,346 5.92

I....- 03 1 Win:;! Walls 106.00 IT 42,441 14,854 3,438 5,466 66,200 624.53
03 8 wi.n;! Wi!11 Footi.rJ;l Slab 42.00 Cl 24,690 8,641 2,000 3,180 38,511 916.92

V 03 14 Restoration 7.00 N:R 38,306 13,407 3,103 4,933 59,749 8535.58

V 03 16 Riprap, 0Janne1 2613.00 'KN 125,232 e,8)! 10,144 16,129 195,335 74.76
03 17 Riprap, Strearrbank 75.00 'ItN 3,594 1,258 291 463 5,607 74.76

V 03 19 Subsurface Investigation 1.00 EA 66,188 23,166 5,361 8,524 103,240 103240
03 20 Foondatioo Excavation 7026.00 r:t 11,136 3,897 902 1,434 17,369 2.47

I....- 03 21 Rock Excavation 9733.00 Cf 39,710 13,899 3,217 5,114 61,940 6.36

V 03 22 Dam foorrlation Slab 5646.00 Cl 1, 30g, 259 458,241 106,050 166,620 2,042,170 361.70
03 23

Coo< """
4621.00 e:t 1,002,637 350,923 81,214 129,130 1,563,903 338.43

V -~~------- ~-~------ -------- --------- ---------
IDrAL Full ten;rt:h COncrete [Hn 700.00 IF 3,644,1551,218,233 281,934 448,275 5,592,5977%g.42

V

\..,
04 Fish Baffle

V

V
04 1 I-tllilization 16,214 5,675 1,313 2,088 25,291
04 2 Diversioo of Water 370,393 9<1,591 21,891 34,807 521,681

U 04 3 Stri(:pirq 2.00 /Ql 6,164 2,157 499 19. 9,614 4W6.89
04 • FOIlfldation Excavation 948.00 Cf 1,903 666 154 '" 2,969 3.13

V 04 5 !b::k Excavation 800.00 Cf 3,264 1,142 264 42D 5,091 6.36
04 8 Basin Slab ~90.oo e:t 136, 85~ ~7,899 11,085 17,625 213,464 435.64
04 9 Basin Walls 582.00 C'r" 104,176 36,462 8,438 13,417 162,493 279.20

U 041< Backfill Walls 23148 e:t 87,916 30, TIl 7,121 11,323 137,130 5.92

C
04 15 Restoration 7.00 ACR 38,306 13,407 3,103 ~,933 59, 7~9 8535.58
0417 Ice Diversioo Pi.l..in:3's 7.00 fA 20,529 7,185 1,663 2,644 32,021 4574.41

I....- 0418 Riprap, Strearrbank 220.00 TOl 10,544 3,690 854 1,358 16,446 74.76
0410 Subsurface Investigatioo 1.00 EA 32,077 11,227 2,598 4,131 50,034 5003.

U ---- -------- ---- --------- -----------

U
IDrAL Fish Baffle 1.00 FA 828,340 254,873 58,985 g3,786 1,235,983 1235983

U
05 Fish Elevator

U
I....-

05 1 I-tllilizatioo 16,214 5,675 1,313 2,088 25,291
05 2 Diversion of Water 140,063 31,499 7,290 11,591 190,4~2

V 05 3 Striwio:J 2.00 ACR 6,164 2,157 .99 194 9,614 4806.89
05 • F()I.Jl);jation Excavation 948.00 e:t 1,903 666 154 245 2,%9 3.13

U 05 5 Pilek Excavation 800.00 e:t 3,264 1,142 264 420 5,091 6.36
05 8 Basin Slab 4911.00C'r" 136,854 47,899 11,085 17,625 213, ~64 435.64
05 9 Basin Walls 582.00 e:t W,862 28,302 6,550 10,414 126,128 216.71
05 10 Gates & Valves l.00 FA 63,418 22,196 5,137 8,168 98,918 98918
05 14 Backfill Walls 23148 C'r" 87,916 30,771 7,121 11,323 137,130 5.92

V 05 15 Restoration 7.00 ACR 38,306 13, ~07 3,103 ~,933 59,749 8535.58

V 0516 Riprap 220.00 IDl 10,544 3,690 85. 1,358 16,446 7U6
0517 Ice Diversion PiliN):s 7.00 fA 20,529 7,185 1,663 2,644 32,020 4574.33

V 05 18 Riprap, Strearrbmk 75.00 'I'Ctl 3,594 1,258 291 463 5,607 74.16
0510 SUbsurface Investigation 1.00 fA 32,611 11,414 2,642 4,200 SO,867 90861

V --------- -------- ------- ----- --------
V
\.., lJ\OCR ID: crOGI0 tWIP ID: !'KXl59 OJrreocy in OOLlARS CIl.aI ID: 01000 UPil ID: UPBEOO

V



0

0
Thu 16 Miy 2002 Tri-service Autc::mate::i Cost EngineeriJ'q Systen (TIlJ£!.$) m£ 14:39:22
Eff. cate 03/01/02 00ErI' !MJ610: ~ R..1VER DIVOl$IOO [WI - Glerxtive, Ml' """Q:ltioo feaSibility Estimates """'" 00: • '""'•• JID.B:T CloHR 9M'AAY - FrAnm: ••

"""-----------------------------------------
(JJN<r( "" """"'" <OC1lGi ElO S&A turAL am: "UT

Wu.L Fish Elevator 1.00 FA 642,242 207,261 41,966 76,266 913,736 97JI36

06 ~ Fish ldCi::le~, Q:n::: Kill

06 1 Itbi.liultioo 16,214 5,615 1,313 2,008 25,291
06 2 Di~ioo of llater 140,063 ]1,499 1,'" 11,591 190,«2
06 3 striwirg 2.00D 6,164 2,157 '" '" 9,614 41106.89
06 • Focn:latial E:la::ava:ioo 3123.00 Ct ',210 2,194 SOl 807 9,119 3.13
06 5 hJ( Excavatioo 800.00 Cf. 3,264 1,142 26' m 5,091 '.36
06 8 DilJl!rsial Kill Footin:j 1221.00 Cf. 221,141 79,499 18,398 29,254 354.293 288.15
06 , Diversi.al Nalls 128.00 Ct 275,268 96,344 22,291 35,452 <29,360 589.18
0613 Bacllil1 Kills 3OS5.00 r::t 11.603 4,061 940 1,494 18,098 5.92
0614 Diver:sim Earth Be3I 3200.00 Ct 13,853 4,849 1,122 1,784 21,608 '.15
0611 Riprap, Grwted 2560.00 roI 163,421 57,197 13,231 21,041 D4,<».2 99.51
0616 """" 180].00 roI 86,411 30,244 ',m 11,129 134,783 74.76
0611 Ice Dive.."'Sim PiliJqs 1.00 FA 20,529 7,185 1,663 2,644 32,020 4574.]]

'"0618 ?estoratioo 1.00 flO. 38,306 13,401 3,103 4,933 59,749 8535.58
0619 Rip.."'ap, StIarfJar'.k 75.00 ':tlI 3,594 1,258 291 "3 5,601 74.16 ~

0620 Slbsurface 1nves""..igatioo 1.00 FA 32,011 11,227 2,598 4,131 50,033 50033
--

TtT.AL Riprap Fish ladEr, em:: wall 600.00 IF 1,044,117 347,939 80,523 128,032 1,600,571 2661.18

01 Riprap Fish ladEr, Earth Berm 1

01 1 !".cbilizatiCfl 16,2H 5,575 1,313 2,088 25,291
01 2 OiversiCfl of water HO,063 31,499 7,290 11,591 190,442
01 J StIij:4)irg 2.00 FG. 6,164 2,157 '" '94 9,614 4806.89
01 • Fourdatioo Excavation 3123.00 r::t 6,210 2,194 508 801 9, T/9 3.13
01 5 Rock Excavation 800.00 Cl 3,264 1,142 264 420 5,091 6.36
0110 Diversioo Earth Benn, River Side 12000 r::t 51,948 18,182 4,208 6,690 81,028 6.75 ,
0111 Riprap, Berm Im.DO TCN 21,884 1,659 1,173 2,818 34,135 22.86
07 12 Riprap, Grooted 2560.00 'l'Qj 163,421 51,197 l3,237 21,041 254,902 99.51 '""'0714 Oiversioo Earth Berm 3200.00 Cl 13,853 4,849 1,122 1,184 21,608 6.75

'"01" Riprap 1803.00 TCN 86,411 30,244 6,999 11,129 134,183 14.76
0111 Ial Oiversioo Pilin1s 1.00 fA 1MB ',830 1,581 2,513 3O,m 4348.10 """0718 Ilestoration 1.00 FeR 38,30< 13,401 3,103 4,933 59,149 8535.58
0120 Sd:lsurface Il!YeStigaticll 1.00 fA 32,On 11,227 2,598 4,131 SO,033 50033

~

------ ---- ----- ----
'"'IOI'AL Riprap Fish IatE.r, Earth Berm 1 600.00 LF 599,388 192,262 44,495 70,741 906,892 1511.49

'"

'" Riprap Fish L.:td:Er, Fa..'1..lt Be=m 2 '""'
'"'" 1

~ilizatiCl'l 16,214 5,675 1,313 2,008 25,291

'" 2
Di~""Si.al of Irlater 140,063 31,499 1,290 11,591 190,442 ""

'" 3
Striwitq 2.00 JO! 6,164 2,157 '" 194 9,614 4806.89

'"'" .FaJrdatial Excavation 1041.00 Ct 2,090 131 '" '" 3,260 3.13

'" 5
!b::k F.xc:avatiCl'l 266.660 1,008 381 .. 140 1,697 '.36 '""'10 Oilll!rsioo Earth Berm. Ril.'er Si.cE 4lXXJ.OO Cl 11,316 6,061 1,403 2,230 n,'" '.15

'"
~ ID: Cl061D lWlP ID: KOl59 Cl.l."!:ercy in lffiAIlS Olaf ID: CREXXI Uffi ID: IJP.i1X)



Tllu 16 M3y 2002
Eft. [Bte 03/01/02

Tri-Service Autcrratec! Cost Engineerirq Systan ('IF1lIS)

EroID:T RV0610: 'iElJJJ'/S'KtlE RIVER DIVERSICN rw-l - Glerriive, MI'
cptioo Feasibility f.stimates

.. OOID:T~ SlM-n:t - FiJl1URE "

UD

TIME 14:39:22

\..

0811 Riprap, Berm 491.66 ~ 7,295 2,553 591 939 H,378 22.86
0812 Riprap, Grooted 853.34 ~ 54,474 19,066 4,412 1,016 84,%8 99.57
0814 Diversion Earth Berm 1066.66 ~ 4,618 1,616 314 595 7,202 6.75
08 16 Riprap 601.00 ~ 28,804 10, OBI 2,333 3,710 44,928 14.76
0817 Ice Diversioo Pilirqs 7.00 E:A 19,513 6,B30 1,581 2,513 30,4374348.10
08 18 Restoration 7.00 N.:R 1S,306 13,407 3,103 4,933 59,749 8535.58
0819 Riprap, Strearb3.nk 75.00 TCN 3,5~ 1,258 291 46J 5,607 74.76
0820 SUbsurface Investigatioo 1.00 FA 32,077 11,227 2,598 4,13l SO,033 s0033

-------- ----- ------ ------- -~-------

'IUl'lIL Riprap Fish l..il(}jer, &uth Berm 2 200.00 LF 371,615 112,542 26,045 41,412 551,615275B.07

v
u
V

L
\..

U

V

V
Iv

V

U

V

V
\..

V

'-'

lJIE(R ID: CI0610 EWIP ID: ~59 CUrrency in OOLlJlRS c:ROl ID: CPm){) UPS ID: UPaEOO



APPENDIX F

Rock Ramp Examples



Point of Contact: Luther Aadland

v
v
V

Minnesola Department of Natural Resources

..-.,

OVERVl;-W....

OITER TAIL POWER FISHWAY

•



The darn needed repair and all alternatives were expensive. I presented a rapids
design similar to the Midtown Project and worked with the Army Corps of
Engineers to further refine the rapids design for Riverside Darn. The project is
presently under construction and is expected to be completed by 200 I. Talal
construction cost is about $3.5 million.



APPENDIX G

Technical Contacts and Expertise
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TECHNICAL CONTACTS AND EXPERTISE
(not an exhaustive list - only a beginning)

Name & Address Warmwater Smrgeon Rock Fish Barne Canoe Other
Passage Passage Ramp Elevators Structures Passage

Desi~n

Dr. Luther Aadland
Department of Natural Resources
1221 Enst Fir Ave. X X
Fergus Falls, MN 56537
(218) 739-7449
luther.aad land@dnr.state.mn.us

Dr. Marcelo H. Garcia, Director
Ven Te Chow Hydraulics Lab
University of Illinois, Champaign X X
205 North Mathews Ave
Urbana, Illinois 61801
(217) 244-4484
mhgarcia@uiuc.edu

Dr. Boyd Kynard
S.O. Conti Lab
1 Migratory Way X swim speeds spi raJ passage
Turner Falls, MA
(413) 863-9475, exl. 42
kynard@forwiJd.umass.edu
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Name & Address Warm water Sturgeon Rock Fish Baffle Canoe Other
Passage Passage Ramp Elevators Structures Passage

Design

Mark Cornish
Corps of Engineers disc of fish
Rock Island District passage
(309) 794-5385 repofts
mark.a.comish@mvr02.usace.army.mil

Bren Mefford
Bureau of Reclamation baffle / rock X engineering
Water Resources Research Laboratory ramp analyses
Bureau of Reclamation passage
Denver, Colorado
(303) 475-2149
bmefford@do.usbr.gov

Glenn R. Parsons
Dept. of Biology swim speeds
University of Mississippi
(601) 232-7479

Jan Hoover and Jack Kilgore
Environmental Research Development swim speeds
Center (formerly Waterways
Experiment Station)
Vicksburg, Mississippi
(601) 634-3996
jan .j .h00ver@wes02.11sace.army.mil
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Name & Address Warmwaler Sturgeon Rock Fish Bame Canoe Other
Passage Passage Ramp Elevators Structures Passage

Design

Gary Whelan
Michigan DNR Fisheries Division lake sturgeon
P.O. Box 30446 www.gift.org pool - weir
Lansing, MI48909 pool - weir
(517) 373-6948
whclang@state.mi.us

Chuck Surprenant
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Carterville Fishery Resources Office lake sturgeon
9053 Route 148
Marion, IL 62959
(618) 997-6869

Reid Adams
Southern Illinois University juvenile
(618) 453-41 13 pallid swim
adamsr@siu.edu speeds

Dan Wilcox fish passage compiled a
Corps of Engineers at Lock and mmrix of
Sl. Paul District Dam?, warmwater

Mississippi fish
River swimming

capabilities,
based on
literature
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Name & Address Warmwater Sturgeon Rock Fish Baffle Canoe Other
Passage Passage Ramp Elevators Structures Passage

Design
Ben Rizzo
Supervisory Hydraulic Engineer serpintine
US Fish and Wildlife Service, RegionS X X vertical slot
Engineering Field Office fishway
Suite 612 One Gateway Center
Newton Corner, MA 02458-2802
(617) 244-1368




